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Q1 How do you use Marblehead Harbor? (Choose all that apply.)
Answered: 391 Skipped: 4
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0.00% 0

1.02% 4

1.53% 6

56.27% 220

51.66% 202

63.17% 247

8.95% 35

54.99% 215

52.69% 206

75.19% 294

75.70% 296

36.06% 141

16.62% 65

7.16% 28

7.42% 29

Total Respondents: 391  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Birding 6/10/2022 11:34 AM

2 BYC Member 6/10/2022 5:59 AM

3 member of yacht club 6/9/2022 12:30 PM

4 Windsurfing, wingfoiling 6/9/2022 6:59 AM

5 Enjoying the harbor from our mooring 6/8/2022 3:01 PM

6 kayaking, paddle boarding 6/8/2022 2:19 PM

7 Want to sail on Marblehead Waters, but no ADA access. No sailing center with accessible
sailing program.

5/25/2022 9:37 PM

8 Dog swimming 5/24/2022 3:04 PM

9 Member of the Town Class sailing group 5/23/2022 8:09 AM

10 Cleaning local beaches of trash 5/22/2022 7:36 AM

11 Commercial - run a sailing school and day charter co 5/19/2022 10:37 PM

12 Parks, walks along water front. 5/19/2022 8:27 PM

13 Recreational Lobstering 5/19/2022 4:31 PM

14 small boat racing 5/19/2022 1:47 PM

15 Recreational fishing 5/18/2022 11:37 AM

16 Recreational fishing from shore 5/18/2022 10:59 AM

17 Taking my dog to the beach 5/18/2022 6:21 AM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

None of the above

Commercial fishing (shellfish)

Commercial fishing (groundfish)

Recreational boating (sail)

Recreational boating (motor)

Recreational boating (kayak, paddleboard, dinghy, or other self-propelled)

Excursions (fishing or tours)

Swimming

Spending time at the beach

Spending time along the waterfront

Eating at restaurants

Day at the beach

Live along the waterfront

Work along the waterfront

Other (please specify)
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18 Walking along 5/17/2022 11:32 PM

19 Walking, picnic-ing 5/17/2022 10:42 PM

20 Recreational fishing 5/17/2022 9:22 PM

21 Dog beach 5/17/2022 8:47 PM

22 Walk dog 5/17/2022 7:31 PM

23 Recreation fishing and lobstering 5/17/2022 6:08 PM

24 Race committee 5/17/2022 12:46 PM

25 Recreational fishing 5/16/2022 9:29 PM

26 Photography 5/16/2022 9:28 PM

27 Boat maintenance & restoration business 5/16/2022 9:24 PM

28 Racing as part of MRA and sanctioned regattas 5/16/2022 9:02 PM

29 Enjoying yacht club 5/16/2022 7:21 PM
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Q2 Which area of the waterfront do you use regularly? (Choose all that
apply.)

Answered: 392 Skipped: 3
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59.69% 234

27.30% 107

30.61% 120

47.45% 186

21.68% 85

24.49% 96

36.73% 144

45.92% 180

59.69% 234

59.18% 232

15.05% 59

7.91% 31

25.51% 100

11.22% 44

35.20% 138

17.86% 70

16.07% 63

7.40% 29

32.91% 129

31.38% 123

17.35% 68

14.54% 57

7.40% 29

17.09% 67

16.84% 66

9.69% 38

Total Respondents: 392  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Home on water 6/14/2022 8:38 PM

2 Live at Glover Landing 6/10/2022 9:40 PM

3 The little park and beach at the end of the causeway 6/10/2022 11:34 AM

4 Pump out 6/10/2022 5:59 AM

5 Parker Lane Beach 6/9/2022 9:48 AM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Devereux Beach

Fort Beach and Lovis Cove

Gas House Beach

Riverhead Beach

Stramski's Beach

Little Harbor Beach

Grace Oliver Beach

Chandler Hovey Park

Crocker Park

Fort Sewall

Fountain Park

Hammond Park

Seaside Park

Gerry Playground

Phillip T. Clark Public Landing (State Street)

Theodore P. O’Brien Landing (Commercial Street)

Richard H. Rockett Landing (Village Street)

Graves Beach Landing (Beacon Street)

Riverhead Beach Public Landing

Boston Yacht Club

Dolphin Yacht Club

Marblehead Yacht Club

Pleon Yacht Club

Eastern Yacht Club

Corinthian Yacht Club

Other (please specify)
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6 Naugus head 6/9/2022 6:59 AM

7 harbormaster dock 6/8/2022 6:18 PM

8 Parker's Boatyard 6/8/2022 2:02 PM

9 Parker Boat Yard float 6/8/2022 1:36 PM

10 red steps pram haul in line 6/8/2022 1:34 PM

11 own dock on inner harbor 5/23/2022 12:17 PM

12 Preston beach 5/23/2022 7:27 AM

13 Village street west shore 5/19/2022 10:37 PM

14 Browns island 5/19/2022 8:27 PM

15 Cliff St Dock (pump out and washdown facilities) 5/19/2022 4:31 PM

16 The Cove Lane Beach (Kimball Street) 5/18/2022 10:59 AM

17 Red Steps (Ring Line) 5/18/2022 9:53 AM

18 Preston beach 5/18/2022 9:34 AM

19 Under the crane yacht club Trading Company Front Street 5/18/2022 9:30 AM

20 Cliff St Marblehead Trading, in lieu of Marblehead Boating Center 5/18/2022 6:11 AM

21 Preston Beach 5/18/2022 6:08 AM

22 Brown’s Island 5/17/2022 9:22 PM

23 Parker’s Boat Yard 5/17/2022 8:25 PM

24 Public access to harbor on the Neck, including Harvard Street beach 5/17/2022 6:50 PM

25 Goldthwaite 5/17/2022 6:26 PM

26 Stramski pier 5/17/2022 6:08 PM

27 Wyman cove 5/17/2022 5:04 PM

28 Greystone 5/17/2022 4:56 PM

29 Public access points on Neck, Harvard St access 5/17/2022 12:46 PM

30 Jersey Street 5/17/2022 5:10 AM

31 TBD 5/16/2022 10:31 PM

32 Red Steps 5/16/2022 10:27 PM

33 Parker’s 5/16/2022 10:06 PM

34 Marblehead trading 5/16/2022 10:04 PM

35 Preston 5/16/2022 9:51 PM

36 Private beaches on Salem Harbor 5/16/2022 9:28 PM

37 Used to use Parker’s 5/16/2022 9:26 PM

38 Parkers when public were able to sail out of there 5/16/2022 9:02 PM
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52.21% 201

47.79% 184

Q3 In general, do you feel that Marblehead has adequate access to the
waterfront? We'll explore this question in more detail later in this survey.

Answered: 385 Skipped: 10

TOTAL 385
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7.85% 31

92.15% 364

Q4 Do you have a disability (or does a member of your household have a
disability) that impairs your (or their) ability to engage in the activities listed

in Question 1 above?
Answered: 395 Skipped: 0
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89.66% 26

10.34% 3

3.45% 1

6.90% 2

3.45% 1

24.14% 7

Q5 Would you be willing to share with us the disability that you or a
member of your household has that inhibits your (or their) ability to

participate in harbor-related activities? If so, please identify the disability or
disabilities below.

Answered: 29 Skipped: 366

Total Respondents: 29  

# OTHER (PLEASE DESCRIBE) DATE

1 Use of a walker 5/20/2022 7:23 AM

2 neuropathy 5/18/2022 8:24 PM

3 I have rhematoid arthritis and often have trouble walking 5/18/2022 10:51 AM

4 Age - both of us in our 80s. 5/18/2022 8:44 AM

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Limited
mobility

Visual
impairment

Hearing
impairment

Intellectual
disability

Mental health
disability

Other (please
describe)

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Limited mobility

Visual impairment

Hearing impairment

Intellectual disability

Mental health disability

Other (please describe)
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5 wheel chair limits mobility and access 5/17/2022 7:40 PM

6 I have several friends that are wheel chair bound. The people have to go to community boating
on the Charles and other places.there is no place on the harbor for these people to enjoy our
beautiful harbor. Also, most of the yacht clubs don’t have facilities for any person with
disabilities.

5/17/2022 6:07 PM

7 Intermittent mobility impairment and chronic fatigue 5/16/2022 9:34 PM
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Q6 Which activities would you (or a member of your household) like to
engage in?

Answered: 29 Skipped: 366
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0.00% 0

3.45% 1

6.90% 2

62.07% 18

48.28% 14

48.28% 14

31.03% 9

37.93% 11

44.83% 13

65.52% 19

58.62% 17

6.90% 2

Total Respondents: 29  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Access to the harbor is limited to yacht club launch service and Jordan's new water taxi
service. All of which is great, except that there are no moorings available without a 20 year
wait. Marblehead is supposedly a sailing town and the Town Class is growing every year with
no moorings for the new sailors. The Townie trawl at the head of the harbor is ideal as it uses
water that is generally not accessible by launch i.e. shin deep at low tide. A second Townie
trawl would impact no current user of the harbor, but would permit continued expansion of the
Town Class for sailors.

5/17/2022 7:40 PM

2 I'd like to have a small motorized vessel or sail boat that can be stored in water at a dock. 5/16/2022 9:34 PM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

None of the above

Commercial fishing (shellfish)

Commercial fishing (groundfish)

Recreational boating (sail)

Recreational boating (motor)

Recreational boating (kayak, paddleboard, dinghy, or other self-propelled)

Excursions (fishing or tours)

Swimming

Spending time at the beach

Spending time along the waterfront

Eating at restaurants

Other (please specify)
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Q7 What types of modifications would you need - either to the activity to
the place - to allow you or your family member to participate safely and

enjoyably in the activity?
Answered: 26 Skipped: 369

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Improved Access to little known “rights of way”. Enforcement of right of way where abutters
attempt to dissuade public access like the boat trailer parked on Parker Lane blocking public
access

6/8/2022 5:50 PM

2 none 6/8/2022 1:29 PM

3 More handicap parking 5/27/2022 2:08 AM

4 Barrier free ADA access to public docks with Hoyer lift to transfer into boat. 5/25/2022 9:42 PM

5 Easy access, good signage, adequate parking 5/23/2022 10:30 PM

6 Accessibility is a tremendous issue. If not a member of a yacht club, access is extremely
difficult.

5/23/2022 9:27 PM

7 Handicap accessibility for mobility impairment 5/23/2022 8:09 PM

8 more hand rails 5/23/2022 1:11 PM

9 Wheel chair access to public docks 5/20/2022 7:23 AM

10 An ADA accessible gangway and dock / float with a 'Hoyer lift' 5/19/2022 4:58 PM

11 Access: ramps, gangways, boat lifts 5/19/2022 12:06 PM

12 I am a member of the Marblehead Town Class and race in the outer harbor Salem Sound. My
townie is on the trawl off riverhead beach. There is a waitinglist - it would be great to extend
the trawl to give access to town people to want to race and promote sailing

5/18/2022 8:24 PM

13 Dinghies kept at the State St. Town Dock (which is paid for by the dinghy owner), need easy
access. Often someone ties off to both the float and the land, making it impossible to get out.
Often the Fishing School Boats block access.

5/18/2022 8:44 AM

14 Docks that were adl friendly and programs supporting people with intellectual disabilities learn
to do various water based activities

5/18/2022 8:43 AM

15 Accessible public dock with a crane for launching a sailboat 5/18/2022 6:13 AM

16 handicap Parking 5/17/2022 7:43 PM

17 Permit the Town Class to put in a second trawl at the head of the harbor to accommodate the
growth in Town Class sailors. The Town Class is the only sailboat class in Mass Bay which is
growing....all others are stable or shrinking.

5/17/2022 7:40 PM

18 A place for sailors to launch their one design boats other than yacht clubs. Better public
access.

5/17/2022 6:07 PM

19 Helicopter landing pad 5/17/2022 5:41 PM

20 None 5/17/2022 4:59 PM

21 easy access..not a lot of climbing 5/17/2022 11:19 AM

22 Area to get a wheelchair close to the water. Handicap spaces 5/17/2022 7:06 AM

23 tBd 5/16/2022 10:32 PM

24 Better access to Parker’s including the hoist 5/16/2022 10:07 PM
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25 Marine/dock facility that allows storing a small vessel with a center console for harbor use.
Public sailing facility with small sailboat stored at a marina/dock.

5/16/2022 9:34 PM

26 Parking and easy access 5/16/2022 7:48 PM
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32.14% 9

67.86% 19

Q8 Do you use mobility device(s)?
Answered: 28 Skipped: 367

TOTAL 28
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Q9 Please describe the device(s) (cane, motorized scooter, etc.).
Answered: 9 Skipped: 386

# RESPONSES DATE

1 walker 6/8/2022 1:29 PM

2 Power wheelchair. 5/25/2022 9:42 PM

3 walker 5/23/2022 1:11 PM

4 Walker 5/20/2022 7:23 AM

5 Powered or hand driven wheel chair 5/19/2022 4:58 PM

6 leg brace & cane 5/18/2022 8:24 PM

7 For this year (2022), I I use a splint for now, and will be on crutches next week and then able to
use a knee scooter until I can walk again with a walking boot after the fourth of July.

5/18/2022 10:53 AM

8 cane 5/17/2022 7:51 PM

9 Wheelchair 5/17/2022 7:06 AM
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Q10 What are your concerns for Marblehead Harbor? (Choose all that
apply.)

Answered: 361 Skipped: 34
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5.82% 21

58.73% 212

49.86% 180

25.21% 91

15.51% 56

8.31% 30

11.63% 42

41.27% 149

11.08% 40

24.38% 88

57.62% 208

27.15% 98

13.85% 50

Total Respondents: 361  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Loss of historical nature and beauty due to the increased building of ugly cement walls
(supposedly for protection of storm surges on properties around the harbor. And habitat loss for
Migratory and nesting birds reliant on natural plant scapes surrounding the harbor.

6/10/2022 11:53 AM

2 Nor'easters cause extensive damage to our boat 6/10/2022 6:05 AM

3 large box containers with tacky floating giant flamingos ruin the riverhead not just visually but
they are taking over more than half of the beach. This could be handled much betterwhere
else.beach

6/9/2022 8:10 AM

4 Parking, bike locks, load/unload access 6/9/2022 7:04 AM

5 Wave damage to boats and shore facilities from storms 6/8/2022 6:03 PM

6 Over crowding of an already densley used resource 6/8/2022 3:41 PM

7 The decision by a board other than Harbor & Water to lease the SUP business has created
dangerous overcrowding in the harbor by people who are not sailors/boaters, don't know rules
of the road and are generally unaware. Not to mention the kids among them. The harbor is past
its safe capacity and steps should now be taken to insure things don't get worse. Strongly
advise ceasing the Town involvement with the SUP. Of course, people will continue to bring
their own boards. Also, if Parks & Rec is responsible for the launching ramp, it has long since
needed to be improved with some new cleats and attention to the structure itself.

6/8/2022 3:28 PM

8 overcrowding 6/8/2022 3:04 PM

9 water damage from storms 6/8/2022 1:37 PM

10 storm water drainage into harbor. 6/8/2022 1:37 PM

11 Lack of dinning options 6/3/2022 7:40 PM

12 Create Marblehead community boating center to promote equitable access to the waterfront
and future of one design racing.

5/25/2022 10:04 PM

13 Lack of maritime uses of the harbor 5/23/2022 10:33 PM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

None of the above

Access to the water for boating (motor, sail, self-propelled)

Access to the water (general public access)

Access to the land from the water

Lack of activities on the water

Lack of activities on the land

Current flooding

Increase in future flooding

Current wind damage

Future wind damage

Ecological health of the harbor

Economic health of the harbor

Other (please specify)
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14 In general lack of access to the water for recreational boating. Unless you are a member of a
club, it is very difficult.

5/23/2022 10:36 AM

15 Mooring wait for town residents 5/23/2022 9:17 AM

16 We need additional trawl space for the Town Class sailing group, as well as for other boaters. 5/23/2022 8:14 AM

17 Sea rise 5/23/2022 7:29 AM

18 ability to key a boat at riverhead to dry sail if not a yacht club member. 5/22/2022 11:43 PM

19 Access being blocked by new sea wall construction. The sea wall built across the end of
Nahant Street now blocks what had long been public access beach and launch site, is no
longer easily accessible. Projects like that should receive more public notice and feedback
before moving forward.

5/20/2022 9:31 AM

20 Public right of ways to the harbor being concealed or not maintained on the neck. Rafting of
boats off go Browns Island and the pollution and trash left from them.

5/20/2022 9:19 AM

21 Town residents should have first access to moorings 5/20/2022 7:24 AM

22 Lack of public tie up and mooring 5/19/2022 8:37 PM

23 Harbor water quality, pollution from storm drains, dog waste, boat waste, etc 5/19/2022 4:52 PM

24 Retaining Marblehead as is. 5/19/2022 4:38 PM

25 We should expand trawl moorings for small racing sailboats. 5/19/2022 1:52 PM

26 Availability of waterfront dining (non-yacht club) 5/18/2022 11:25 AM

27 Although i do not have disability issues in my family, i do not think accessibility is a major
consideration in planning. It is imperative that this change and be prioritized immediately. Also,
not harbor related but the condition of Devereux Beach is deplorable and should be a cherished
jewel of the town.

5/18/2022 10:42 AM

28 Moorings and space for sailboats 5/18/2022 9:10 AM

29 Return of a public facility for storage and crane launching trailerable sail and power boats 5/18/2022 6:22 AM

30 Need to add another Townie Trawl 5/17/2022 11:46 PM

31 The 20 year wait list for moorings 5/17/2022 10:17 PM

32 harbor access using unusable water to other boats, but acceptable for small boats 5/17/2022 9:47 PM

33 Make use of "unusable water" in the harbor to include more small row, power and
sailboats....as has been done with the Town Class trawl mooring where the water at low tide is
typically shin deep...unusable water for anything but small boats.

5/17/2022 7:50 PM

34 Boat ramp access at low tide 5/17/2022 7:18 PM

35 Private docks encroaching into harbor, unfair allocation of moorings 5/17/2022 6:54 PM

36 Trash in the harbor , specifically plastic 5/17/2022 6:15 PM

37 Only public boat ramp is extremely limited due to tides and parking 5/17/2022 6:10 PM

38 Lack of places to go to dinner or drinks 5/17/2022 5:52 PM

39 Gas leaf blowers 5/17/2022 5:50 PM

40 Access to more mooring space for the Town Class fleet 5/17/2022 5:41 PM

41 Trash on the harbor floor and pollution (both air and water) from salem power plant 5/17/2022 3:58 PM

42 Erosion of public access to the harbor on the Neck 5/17/2022 12:48 PM

43 The shut down of Parker's boat yard as a public access option for dry boating 5/17/2022 10:55 AM

44 Moorings and trawls 5/17/2022 9:38 AM

45 Northeast exposure of the harbor to storms 5/16/2022 10:30 PM
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46 Access for Town residents 5/16/2022 9:32 PM

47 Non. I think the harbor is great. I feel that the community has great access to our wonderful
resource.

5/16/2022 9:19 PM

48 The wait list for a mooring. There is a lot of space that is not being used to place new
moorings.

5/16/2022 9:14 PM

49 Access to moorings for one design sailboat racing 5/16/2022 8:51 PM

50 Too much congestion as a real safety issue / concern 5/16/2022 8:46 PM
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41.00% 148

59.00% 213

Q11 Are you aware of the Town's planning process for assessing the
harbor's vulnerability to sea level rise?

Answered: 361 Skipped: 34

TOTAL 361
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Q12 What is your impression of Marblehead Harbor now?
Answered: 301 Skipped: 94

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Beautiful. Wish there was more opportunity for public access to the water : boat rentals, etc. 7/6/2022 12:03 AM

2 Lack of public hoist hinders sailboat access to harbor. Not all in town are yacht club members.
Riverhead launch is extremely tide-dependent. Can another public small boat launch be made
available?

6/21/2022 6:30 AM

3 Good 6/11/2022 6:38 PM

4 Beautiful but exposed 6/10/2022 9:41 PM

5 Magnificent 6/10/2022 2:35 PM

6 One of the best places in the world!!! But we should prioritize moorings for Marblehead
residents- not out of towners

6/10/2022 12:17 PM

7 Not enough is done for the protection of the local flora and fauna… There should be some kind
of regulations to preserve the ecology of the harbor. Water quality as well as air quality. There
gets to be too much boat exhaust make air quality poor. Trash and fuel from boats and the
boatyards harming water quality. Noise pollution is also starting to get out of hand with the
canon-fire from the yacht clubs disturbing the peace for people and wildlife.

6/10/2022 11:53 AM

8 Home away from Home. 6/10/2022 8:20 AM

9 Love Marblehead Harbor, but...unnecessarily vulnerable to Nor'easters damaging our moored
sailboat. Need a breakwater which every other harbor in the world no matter how remote
already has. It is crazy we don't have a breakwater to protect us from Nor'easters.

6/10/2022 6:05 AM

10 Beautiful location. Crowded. Important to quality of life in Marblehead. 6/9/2022 3:27 PM

11 New harbormaster is doing a very good job! However we are losing more and more time on the
water due to bad weather. More access for visiting yachts are need (big improvements already
though!) Better control of boats that are not being used (mooring holders) and these mooring
should be pulled for people waiting. This is hard to regulate I know.

6/9/2022 2:37 PM

12 a unique beautiful public resource 6/9/2022 12:31 PM

13 Overall I love the harbor but would like to see it protected for the future 6/9/2022 9:50 AM

14 A unique and valuable resource that should be preserved by reasonable effort if a real threat
should arise in the future.

6/9/2022 9:42 AM

15 it is fine, however there are many public ways that lead to the harbor that are being taken over
by existing homeowners or by not maintaining them for public use. The SUP is taking over 1/2
half of a public beach

6/9/2022 8:10 AM

16 Too many dead or half dead moorings that people are just holding onto without using them.
This makes the harbor die too. So no new families can get moorings. 20+ year waiting list is a
lifetime.

6/9/2022 7:04 AM

17 Congested 6/8/2022 9:38 PM

18 Prettiest harbor in US and abroad 6/8/2022 7:30 PM

19 stable, but not out of danger. An extremely valuable Asset that is hard to manage 6/8/2022 6:20 PM

20 Beautiful, limited access, vulnerable to NE storms 6/8/2022 6:03 PM

21 Safety concerns about paddle board users unfamiliarity with marine safety practices 6/8/2022 5:53 PM

22 Crowded 6/8/2022 4:40 PM
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23 Needs protection from Nor’easters 6/8/2022 4:39 PM

24 I love the harbor. I still think we should have allowed Tedd Hood to build a marina down by
Riverhead years ago. I still think the town could benefit from that sort of development.

6/8/2022 4:31 PM

25 Thoughtful stewardship via harbors & waters board has partnered w private & public clubs,
waterfront homeowners and businesses to manage expanded needs & wants from SUP rentals
to 4th of July fireworks for all

6/8/2022 3:41 PM

26 It is both an historic and natural treasure and should be left as is. It should be regulated ONLY
by those who know boats and rules-of-the-road and not be impinged by those with other
motivations.

6/8/2022 3:28 PM

27 It is a grouping of disparate entities that rarely work together and that could be improved 6/8/2022 3:04 PM

28 Very much closed off to new residents and visitors. Virtually no availability moorings, public
docks, slips, etc. In order to gain access to the Harbor you must join a Yacht Club. Waiting list
for moorings is too long, and ownership of a mooring should be limited to one per household
(residents only) Far too many "older residents" have ownership of multiple moorings at the
expense of newer residents. Needs to be addressed as there is no other means to store a boat
in the harbor as a resident.

6/8/2022 2:40 PM

29 It's great, except in a Nor'easter. It would be nice if you didn't need to join a yacht club to get to
your boat. Perhaps a public dinghy dock.

6/8/2022 2:23 PM

30 Fine 6/8/2022 2:14 PM

31 It’s a gorgeous Harbor with a variety of parks right alongside it. This makes it easy for
everyone to enjoy views and spending time there. There are many access points to the water.

6/8/2022 2:11 PM

32 It's a fantastic, amazing spot! There are numerous derelict areas though that require
maintenance and cleanup.

6/8/2022 2:04 PM

33 Needs work 6/8/2022 1:40 PM

34 Beautiful. Very exposed to NE. Too few public access points. 6/8/2022 1:38 PM

35 beautiful and crowded 6/8/2022 1:37 PM

36 wonderful but very concerned about water quality for in water sports. 6/8/2022 1:37 PM

37 open roadstead to NE weather 6/8/2022 1:34 PM

38 Tough North Easterlies do a lot or damage 6/8/2022 1:32 PM

39 One of the most beautiful harbors in the North East. Could be more welcome to visiting boaters
and yachtsmen.

6/8/2022 1:26 PM

40 Beautiful 6/8/2022 1:15 PM

41 Very nice, functional - miss the lack of boat yards on the water - love the town dock and
swimming dock

6/8/2022 1:08 PM

42 Commercial fishermen must have better facilities to survive and keep Marblehead's fishing
heritage alive.

6/8/2022 12:59 PM

43 Beautiful 6/8/2022 12:56 PM

44 Lack of public access to the water. Too many center cockpit motor boats 6/6/2022 8:22 AM

45 Positive but vulnerable 6/6/2022 6:58 AM

46 Too hard to access. Misuse of shallow area. Should add more trawls for Town Class sailboats 6/3/2022 7:40 PM

47 Exclusive, inaccessible unless a member of a yacht club, sailing history is dying, moorings
moving to power only, no protection of sailing, fake mooring partnerships allowed to continue
despite knowledge of falsity.

6/3/2022 9:10 AM

48 It is nearly impossible for residents as well as non-residents to get a mooring. The trawl at the
Causeway end of the harbor is a great alternative - and it has been an enormous asset for
Marblehead's Townie fleet - the fastest growing sailing fleet on the east coast! Would it be
possible to place another trawl? It could utilize space that is too shallow for other boats - it

5/31/2022 1:43 PM
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would be a great benefit. Townies have a great deal of history in Marblehead, they are a very
active fleet, they are affordable - and they need more trawl space.

49 Beautiful but inaccessible unless you belong to yacht club. 5/28/2022 4:30 PM

50 Great asset for the town. Would like to see more public access for day sail boat launching
(years ago Parker's was used to launch daysailers)

5/27/2022 1:50 PM

51 One of the more beautiful harbors in this area. The only drawback is that it’s open to north east
storms.

5/27/2022 2:12 AM

52 Severe lack of affordable access to boating opportunities. Need either to own a boat and have
a mooring or to belong to an expensive yacht club. Also, General lack of ADA access to most
beaches and docks.

5/25/2022 10:04 PM

53 beautiful, but access is somewhat limited 5/25/2022 9:07 AM

54 Great resourcem could be optimized 5/24/2022 11:01 PM

55 Good 5/24/2022 9:52 PM

56 Clean, beautiful and valuable resource - However, access to moorings through the current
waitlist requires an entire generation (25 years) for a family to secure a mooring. Access for
small boats needs to be increased (similar to the Townie trawl). That trawl has been well run
and very successful. Families have been provided access to the water and boating unseen in
this Town for 50 years, or more.

5/24/2022 6:46 PM

57 Beautiful 5/24/2022 3:19 PM

58 Busy. Needs more moorings for small boats. 5/24/2022 3:06 PM

59 We need more trawl space. Town Class is the fastest growing one design class on the East
Coast and additional trawls will promote more racing for families and children. Our trawl is in 2'
of water at the end of the harbor and otherwise is unused space.

5/24/2022 2:11 PM

60 It is a nice Harbor but access at times seems exclusive 5/24/2022 9:38 AM

61 Beautiful harbor. It's a shame the mooring list for those of us with small boats is so long due to
unfair ownership and transfer rights among those currently with moorings. Harbormasters
including the current one have claimed they're going to stop the unethical behavior but haven't
done a thing about it. No surprise there, right?

5/24/2022 9:28 AM

62 Satisfactory 5/24/2022 8:19 AM

63 A beautiful natural deepwater harbor that is not managed as effectively as it could be. 5/24/2022 7:57 AM

64 Crowded and somewhat dirty with oil and loose debris in the summer 5/24/2022 5:23 AM

65 Overcrowded with boats that are rarely used Hard to access without yacht club membership 5/24/2022 3:37 AM

66 Boat heavy. Increase access areas for Marblehead residents who don’t live on water or own
boat!

5/23/2022 11:33 PM

67 It's an under-used resource with limited marine use 5/23/2022 10:33 PM

68 Good shape, infrastructure needs work. More public access would be desirable. 5/23/2022 10:12 PM

69 Gorgeous, but extremely limited access. Mooring list is still horribly abused through fake
partnerships even when knowledge of said falsity exists.

5/23/2022 9:31 PM

70 Crowding 5/23/2022 8:11 PM

71 Clean and safe but a lack of an opportunity to store your boat. 5/23/2022 6:07 PM

72 great place and working to get better 5/23/2022 3:27 PM

73 Not enough focus on small boat use, additional trawls for small boats, especially townies 5/23/2022 3:02 PM

74 Lack of public access to storing and launching small keel boats (requiring use of a hoist). 5/23/2022 1:29 PM

75 fine 5/23/2022 1:14 PM

76 poorly managed, administratively and ecologically. 5/23/2022 12:23 PM
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77 Poor mooring management; we could easily sustain more trawls 5/23/2022 10:40 AM

78 It is a great place to access the water if you can, but access is limited. Geography of the
harbor makes this a major challenge. It seems if you arent a member of a club that has
facilities (boat ramps, cranes, piers, launches, etc) that you have no way to use the water.
Also, mooring waiting list of 20+ years is brutal.

5/23/2022 10:36 AM

79 It is beautiful, but needs the ability for day-visitors or families without boats to gain access,
either rent a boat or a service

5/23/2022 10:25 AM

80 Because of limited mooring and marina space water access is very exclusive. 5/23/2022 10:21 AM

81 Wonderful harbor, can still improve with more access, and more work on environmental
concerns.

5/23/2022 10:21 AM

82 Needs improvement 5/23/2022 9:19 AM

83 Harbor is great. Would love to see the Town Class Trawl expanded. It’s located in relatively
unusable water as it’s only 2 ft deep at low tide. Perfect for the Town class sailboats. Plus it’s
a beautiful sight as you drive across the causeway.

5/23/2022 9:12 AM

84 Very crowed … 5/23/2022 8:14 AM

85 Not nearly enough mooring space for small sailboats, and the ability to access them. More
trawl lines in shallow waters will enable affordable boating for more families. The Townie trawl
has demonstrated this. The Townie fleet is the fastest growing one design fleet on the east
coast. More trawls will promote more racing for families and children

5/23/2022 7:32 AM

86 Too many big motor boats 5/23/2022 7:29 AM

87 Naturally beautiful but developing a weed issue. 5/22/2022 11:43 PM

88 Perfect 5/22/2022 5:51 PM

89 Perfect the way it is… don’t ruin it like everything else in this town. 5/22/2022 5:42 PM

90 Generally good, but mooring issues are having a negative impact on racing sailing. That's
unfortunate in a number of ways.

5/22/2022 10:48 AM

91 It's very difficult to get a mooring, especially for historical fleets such as the IODs and the
townies.

5/22/2022 10:45 AM

92 It's beautiful but I worry about what sea level rise and extreme weather will do to our harbor and
town. Also, what about the Causeway? During major storms, it's often impassable. Do we need
to raise the Causeway in some way to prevent flooding? What else is the town considering?

5/22/2022 7:39 AM

93 Busy and the beaches are very dirty with trash from both restaurants and boaters 5/21/2022 1:27 PM

94 Great asset for the town 5/21/2022 9:09 AM

95 NA 5/20/2022 10:03 PM

96 Too many small powerboats - center console outboards 5/20/2022 4:14 PM

97 Overcrowded 5/20/2022 2:24 PM

98 Busy, but not user friendly to visitors 5/20/2022 8:26 AM

99 Seems like people who don't have a boat have very limited access to the harbor. 5/20/2022 8:20 AM

100 One of the best in the country 5/20/2022 7:24 AM

101 Crowded, busy, a lot to navigate for everyone using it at s given time. 5/20/2022 4:29 AM

102 Very limited in terms I’d options for public (residents and visitors) 5/19/2022 10:40 PM

103 Needs expansion 5/19/2022 9:11 PM

104 Poorly managed public access and mooring management 5/19/2022 8:37 PM

105 It’s not easily accessible or safe for family activities like kayaking or paddle boarding. Not a lot
of dining opportunities on the water.

5/19/2022 8:29 PM
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106 A beautiful and historic place that has become very elite and exclusive. 5/19/2022 5:01 PM

107 Exclusive 5/19/2022 5:00 PM

108 Generally not a friendly port for transients. Difficult to reserve moorings and even more difficult
to get access to land facilities (lack of launch services, transient dingy dockage, etc.). Too
many mooring holders who dont use their boats all summer. This stagnates harbor vitality and
frustrates many folks who would use their boats if only they had access to the harbor.

5/19/2022 4:52 PM

109 It's fine the way it is. 5/19/2022 4:38 PM

110 Pretty good compared to other areas of north shore that have too much industry or careless
people littering, breaking glass container alcohol beverages, etc

5/19/2022 2:33 PM

111 better than other spots on the north shore that have been ruined by industry or careless people 5/19/2022 2:13 PM

112 As the yachting center of the World, the Town grew on sailboat racing which is greatly
restricted because of the mooring situation.

5/19/2022 1:52 PM

113 Pretty but difficult to access 5/19/2022 12:46 PM

114 Lovely 5/19/2022 12:15 PM

115 Beautiful but there is a need for more access to the water, more kayak space, BATHROOMS,
handicap access.

5/19/2022 12:13 PM

116 Our greatest asset 5/19/2022 9:00 AM

117 Beautiful, but would be nice to have more restaurants options on the water. 5/19/2022 7:12 AM

118 i love it 5/18/2022 8:40 PM

119 Beautiful asset, vulnerable to climate change, impossible to get a mooring 5/18/2022 8:35 PM

120 I moved to Marblehead to be able to enjoy the harbor, beaches, waterfront and to be part of the
sailing community. I spend a lot of my time on the harbor. I belong to the MYC. I believe that
more public access to the harbor is necessary. What is the point of having a small minority
own most of the prime waterfront properties. Need more access to residents

5/18/2022 8:33 PM

121 Like it! 5/18/2022 6:50 PM

122 The Harbor is the town. It is why our forefathers chose to settle here. The harbor must always
be accessible to both commercial and personal water craft.

5/18/2022 6:43 PM

123 love it but wish there were more public accesses to it 5/18/2022 6:23 PM

124 Not enough public parking at beach and other access points. 5/18/2022 5:22 PM

125 Good harbor 5/18/2022 5:20 PM

126 Great if you’re rich and can buy access. 5/18/2022 2:32 PM

127 It is a beautiful harbor. Great for walking and taking in the view. It would be nice to have a few
more restaurants/bars on the waterfront. Where would they go? Don't know. Don't know what
might be preventing one from opening.

5/18/2022 2:27 PM

128 It’s a nice harbor but not nearly enough public restaurants on it so non clubs members can
enjoy

5/18/2022 1:39 PM

129 Boats still dumping sewage tanks 5/18/2022 1:25 PM

130 Beautiful harbor with limited access. 5/18/2022 12:03 PM

131 Marblehead harbor is beautiful amd one of Marblehead’s biggest assets. It should be taken
care of at all costs.

5/18/2022 11:43 AM

132 Cleaner and nicer than many years ago. Busy. Pleasant place to relax. Need more public
access w parking

5/18/2022 11:36 AM

133 Great but needs attention 5/18/2022 11:25 AM

134 Too exposed to storms. Lack of waterfront access to visitors, by land or sea, impacts local
business ability to generate revenue. Need to do more to turnover rarely used moorings.

5/18/2022 11:25 AM
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135 The mooring situation is untenable. The harbormaster has been working to address it by
holding mooring owners to the rules, but lack of mooring turnover is affecting access to the
water. The fact that our town doesn't have a recreational boating center when we have a site
that is supposed to be dedicated to that use is outrageous. The Parkers situation has been
completely mismanaged and I don't understand it.

5/18/2022 11:13 AM

136 I think it is well used and probably appropriately. Public access from the Neck side would be
an improvement

5/18/2022 10:42 AM

137 Beautiful 5/18/2022 10:12 AM

138 Moorings are impossible to get 5/18/2022 9:55 AM

139 It’s beautiful, but we need access and restroom facilities for townspeople as well as tourists. 5/18/2022 9:47 AM

140 Access reserved for the wealthy. Views are plentiful, but no real way to access. Even town
yacht club is prohibitively expensive for most

5/18/2022 9:43 AM

141 I have sailed here since age eight. One of the best places to race sailboats. 5/18/2022 9:39 AM

142 Busy 5/18/2022 9:35 AM

143 Since the ‘70s the mix of boats has changed from class sailboats to large sailing yachts and
power boats. Moorings have been extended to outside the harbor.

5/18/2022 9:10 AM

144 Elitist and underpriced. Most people who are there now are wealthy and can pay more for a
mooring or leAve. There should be tiered based pricing and shorter wait lists.

5/18/2022 8:45 AM

145 It's well managed, but expensive to keep a mooring therein. 5/18/2022 8:45 AM

146 It’s only functionally accessible by yacht club members, so use of the harbor is restricted to
all. The two boat ramps in town are poorly maintained and can really only be used at high tide.
It’s such a beautiful harbor, I have enjoyed paddle boarding and kayaking around it but would
love to be able to get our boat in for use through a public way (especially since the wit list for a
mooring is generations long!) There’s just not access for the non-yacht club people!!

5/18/2022 8:33 AM

147 Beautiful harbor. 5/18/2022 8:28 AM

148 It's a beautiful place with limited access for the general public. 5/18/2022 8:26 AM

149 Adequate 5/18/2022 8:26 AM

150 It’s gorgeous and am integral part of town 5/18/2022 8:13 AM

151 great, but dirtier than once was 5/18/2022 8:10 AM

152 It’s ok 5/18/2022 8:05 AM

153 It’s a beautiful harbor but very difficult to get a mooring , kayak slot etc. Access areas are not
well maintained or user friendly

5/18/2022 7:33 AM

154 One of the most beautiful harbors with huge potential, but needs to be managed properly. 5/18/2022 7:31 AM

155 Fine as it is 5/18/2022 7:27 AM

156 The harbor is spectacular. I just wish their was better mooring availability for residents. Also,
I’m not sure the town maximizes revenue potential from the resource. If there is a 30+ year
waitlist for a mooring…. Fees could be a lot higher.

5/18/2022 6:24 AM

157 Loss of access to community recreational boating storage and crane launching at the old
Parker's Boatyard has been a tremendous loss for my family (adults & children). Trading has
tried to help, but space is severely limited. The only other options are the exclusive
(expensive) yacht clubs

5/18/2022 6:22 AM

158 There isnt a lot of access for general public. You have to be a member of a yacht club 5/18/2022 6:11 AM

159 I thoroughly enjoy the access we have to the harbor. Numerous access points. Would like to
see more small craft storage

5/18/2022 4:45 AM

160 Popular and beautiful 5/18/2022 12:10 AM

161 Not friendly to users, from personal in the office to trying to add more ways for boat owners to 5/17/2022 11:46 PM
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use the harbor. They curttail to the yacht clubs over residence

162 Beautiful 5/17/2022 11:41 PM

163 Visually beautiful 5/17/2022 11:34 PM

164 Love it 5/17/2022 11:04 PM

165 Lovely. Preferred access to the rich. 5/17/2022 10:44 PM

166 Beautiful to look at, but very hard to get out on the water. 5/17/2022 10:17 PM

167 Beautiful but concerned about long range vision and usage. Especially for this who do not
belong to yacht clubs

5/17/2022 10:06 PM

168 Elitist. Too many taking advantage of the rules. Not enough HM patrols. Completely ignore the
west shore. 950 mooring permits with no representation on the board. They all have to go.

5/17/2022 9:49 PM

169 More could be done to expand moorings, rings, space for kayaks etc. 5/17/2022 9:47 PM

170 Too crowded and too many paddle and kayaks. Makes navigation dangerous. 5/17/2022 9:45 PM

171 Our town’s number one resource 5/17/2022 9:40 PM

172 It’s spectacular 5/17/2022 9:38 PM

173 Beautiful, calming 5/17/2022 9:32 PM

174 The harbor is the town’s most important asset, but members of theHarbors & Waters Board
need to be replaced. They are reactionary and have served too long. New blood and new
thinking is needed.

5/17/2022 9:31 PM

175 Love it, beautiful harbor. However it is sad to see million dollar boats that just sit on the
mooring all summer. We should honor Marblehead for what it was a hard working fishing town
and allow for more commercial space.

5/17/2022 9:30 PM

176 Exclusive and elusive 5/17/2022 9:17 PM

177 Too crowded- too many moorings have been added over the years 5/17/2022 8:48 PM

178 Meets expectations 5/17/2022 8:39 PM

179 Exclusive 5/17/2022 8:35 PM

180 It is beautiful but limited to those in yacht clubs. 5/17/2022 8:34 PM

181 A thriving harbor. A incredible asset to the town for recreation and commercial use. 5/17/2022 8:30 PM

182 Best place on earth 5/17/2022 8:29 PM

183 Too many boats that never move. 5/17/2022 8:27 PM

184 It seems harbor has more and more really big power boats, fewer sailboats and smaller
pleasure craft

5/17/2022 8:20 PM

185 A gem 5/17/2022 8:09 PM

186 Beautiful but crowded. 5/17/2022 7:52 PM

187 There are a fair number of moorings that sit idle for sometimes 2-3 yrs. keeping the 30 minute
dock time enforced, if it is a very busy day. A lot of power boaters after a few, do not use the
rules of the road to prevent accidents. Also the paddle boarders and kyacers should NOTBE
ALLOWED GOING THRU THE MOORING FFIELD> I have come close to hitting over 25 in
the past 10 years. They should use the perimeter of the harbor for safe passage.

5/17/2022 7:51 PM

188 Stuck in the mud of its own making. We need to intelligently make use of available resources
to make the harbor more accessible. Parkers Boat Yard is a resource we should expand on to
provide access for Marbleheaders with insufficient funds to join a yacht club or age to wait for
a mooring. In summary, fun for those with access to moorings and the harbor, but very limiting
for those without access.

5/17/2022 7:50 PM

189 Perfect in every way. 5/17/2022 7:39 PM
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190 Natural treasure but little public access for boating 5/17/2022 7:39 PM

191 Sea level rising is not a concern, it is natural and nothing new. 5/17/2022 7:32 PM

192 Greatest harbor on the north shore. 5/17/2022 7:18 PM

193 Current sea levels are ok, seem to be more astronomical high tides 5/17/2022 7:03 PM

194 Good 5/17/2022 7:00 PM

195 Not accessible to most residents of the town 5/17/2022 6:54 PM

196 Nice 5/17/2022 6:32 PM

197 Poor access. Great harbor. 5/17/2022 6:30 PM

198 Lots of missed opportunity to make waterfront more welcoming to long days at the beach
(amenities, eateries, activities)

5/17/2022 6:28 PM

199 Not too friendly, and the lack of boaters following the rules of the road. 5/17/2022 6:15 PM

200 It’s beautiful but reserved for boaters and yacht club members 5/17/2022 6:13 PM

201 It’s lovely 5/17/2022 6:10 PM

202 Moorings are hard to come by, not many public restaurants on the water 5/17/2022 6:08 PM

203 beautifull 5/17/2022 5:54 PM

204 It’s great 5/17/2022 5:52 PM

205 Beautiful harbor that falls far short of its potential. Incredibly unwelcoming to visiting sailors
(who would spend money here supporting local businesses) and for people who do not belong
to a yacht club. Run by a few for the few.

5/17/2022 5:51 PM

206 Ok 5/17/2022 5:50 PM

207 Beautiful, but need to expand access beyond Yacht Clubs. Need to expand use of space for
boats; waiting list is too long. Ie what could be done w/Riverhead?

5/17/2022 5:48 PM

208 Great leave it alone 5/17/2022 5:46 PM

209 Functioning, but exclusive 5/17/2022 5:41 PM

210 Very crowded, but like to see all available space used. Extend the Town Class Trawl line in the
shallow end of the harbor

5/17/2022 5:36 PM

211 It is amazing, but not right to me that people can have multiple moorings in one house hold
given wait time. Plus non residents owning moorings.

5/17/2022 5:27 PM

212 Beautiful and very crowded 5/17/2022 5:22 PM

213 Accessible to those with money and without disabilities 5/17/2022 5:19 PM

214 It lacks access for sailboat racing and needs a publicly accessible launch and storage facility.
I have been a member of the Marblehead Racing Association board for more than 12 years and
this issue has been flagged as the biggest for us as we try to increase participation in sailboat
racing in Marblehead.

5/17/2022 5:18 PM

215 Beautiful 5/17/2022 5:14 PM

216 A healthy harbor with a good mix of uses. It skews toward elite uses, but does have plenty of
uses available to the average resident or guest.

5/17/2022 5:09 PM

217 Beautiful harbor but concerned about climate change and its affects on businesses and
properties.

5/17/2022 5:08 PM

218 Very hard to use without a yacht club. Many moorings used by non-residents. Little to no
chance for someone not born in Marblehead to get a mooring in MHD harbor without a side
deal.

5/17/2022 5:06 PM

219 It is not in good shape. Rising sea levels will decimate the town 5/17/2022 5:02 PM

220 Beautiful 5/17/2022 5:00 PM
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221 Perfectly fine. Absolutely nothing needs to be changed. 5/17/2022 4:59 PM

222 It’s active and caters to the boating community. 5/17/2022 4:58 PM

223 Beautiful. Healthy. Safe. 5/17/2022 4:57 PM

224 safe, well maintained 5/17/2022 4:55 PM

225 good 5/17/2022 4:55 PM

226 We are lucky to have it. 5/17/2022 4:24 PM

227 Very difficult for working people non club members to find a place to launch small boats. Need
a dry sailing center with a ramp. Only one spot left to do it on M/Head Harbor, Parkers boat
yard.

5/17/2022 4:13 PM

228 Beautiful! The sewage drains at public beaches like gracie’s and riverhead concern me though 5/17/2022 3:58 PM

229 crowded 5/17/2022 3:45 PM

230 Crowded with boats 5/17/2022 3:33 PM

231 Very busy without good access if you’re not a member of a club 5/17/2022 3:29 PM

232 It’s geared towards yacht club members and mooring holders. 5/17/2022 3:27 PM

233 It’s a great harbor and there are multiple points of access. I think people move to town thinking
they have rights to a mooring or special access. No new access is needed, especially if
potentially at taxpayer expense. We got on the waiting list like everyone else and waited our
turn. And there are multiple yacht clubs one can join and now a new launch servicing the
harbor for anyone from multiple access points for a small fee.

5/17/2022 2:48 PM

234 beautiful 5/17/2022 2:32 PM

235 It’s fine 5/17/2022 2:32 PM

236 It's a great spot and one of the key reasons people in Marblehead life in town. The long waiting
list for a mooring and lack of public access to the harbor has been a challenge.

5/17/2022 2:22 PM

237 Wish the wait list wasn’t so long for a mooring. Wish it was ok for visitor boats especially from
salem harbor to tie up to mooring owners or drop anchor in some designated MH area.

5/17/2022 1:53 PM

238 Too hard to access, too hard to get a mooring 5/17/2022 12:48 PM

239 Active harbor, crowded and heavily used 5/17/2022 12:38 PM

240 Needs some work 5/17/2022 11:33 AM

241 It is beautiful, crowded but not creating a problem, and a playground for residents. 5/17/2022 11:27 AM

242 Busy. But I am interested in entire coastline of marblehead 5/17/2022 11:21 AM

243 A great and wonderful place, but is being mismanaged. Parker's BY was shut down for
structural reasons, while they knew about the problems for years, and then tried to
scapegoating the summer dry boaters for their failure to address the problems.

5/17/2022 10:55 AM

244 Stunning. One of a kind on the eastern Seaboard. The charm of Annapolis but opens directly
on the Atlantic Ocean

5/17/2022 10:38 AM

245 It is run by people who like the way it is with little interest in listening to the people. It seems a
bit corrupt with the boatyards leased for profit with little oversight. And although we’ve made
great progress with people who ‘share’ moorings, I think that process can still be improved.
Bottom line, no one new to town has access. That doesn’t promote long term maintenance as
a boating town which inhibits growth. Also handicap access is a problem.

5/17/2022 9:38 AM

246 Good, but unsure how we are planning for environmental change. Also seems there is a
missed opportunity for public use down by Parker’s boatyard.

5/17/2022 8:50 AM

247 Great harbor but too exclusive and inaccessible for most. 5/17/2022 8:12 AM

248 Beautiful, but hard to access unless you are a member of a yacht club. 5/17/2022 7:46 AM

249 Beautiful but mostly accessible to rich boaters 5/17/2022 7:08 AM
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250 Beautiful, but boating access is difficult unless a member of a yacht club 5/17/2022 7:01 AM

251 Love our harbor. I am lucky to have easy access to it via a mooring and a yacht club where I
have launch service and a place to eat and drink waterside. I hate how hard it is for others to
access our beautiful harbor. From launching boats (the Riverhead ramp is really tricky) to
mooring access to waterfront dining opportunities, it feels harder than it should be for folks to
access our beautiful harbor. Thanks for doing this study!

5/17/2022 6:50 AM

252 Beautiful,clean, accessible, I wish there was better parking facilities and more water front
restaurants.

5/17/2022 6:45 AM

253 Fairly healthy, perhaps some pollutants from motors 5/17/2022 6:17 AM

254 Impossible to get a mooring. Good place to kayak and SUP 5/17/2022 6:00 AM

255 Too many people on paddle boards that are unable to handle themselves around docks and
busy areas.

5/17/2022 5:54 AM

256 It is a beautiful harbor but very hard to get access to without being a member of some club or
ogranization. Very little opportunity for “public” access to on water activities

5/17/2022 5:35 AM

257 It’s beautiful 5/17/2022 5:30 AM

258 Very little water access if you don’t belong to a yacht club. Very full in the summer, dangerous
for kayakers.

5/17/2022 5:13 AM

259 Treasure 5/16/2022 11:45 PM

260 Beautiful 5/16/2022 11:10 PM

261 Crowded. Expensive to access. Beautiful. 5/16/2022 11:09 PM

262 N/a 5/16/2022 11:03 PM

263 It’s beautiful, I love spending time there. Wish I was able to obtain a mooring on either side
Been waiting a long time

5/16/2022 10:59 PM

264 It has problems when the wind blows from a certain direction. In a major hurricane itsbin big
trouble.

5/16/2022 10:45 PM

265 tbd. I’m a new home owner and cannot understand we it is so complicated to launch a laser or
a small dinghy.

5/16/2022 10:33 PM

266 Active, vibrant, vulnerable. 5/16/2022 10:30 PM

267 Need a better access point for small boat sailing and dry storage including paddle
boards/kayaks. Restoring Parker’s would be a good choice

5/16/2022 10:10 PM

268 It is a great place to sail out of, but I'll never be able to afford to keep a boat there. 5/16/2022 10:07 PM

269 Great harbor, needs revitalization and access to the public and tourists. 5/16/2022 10:04 PM

270 Limited access 5/16/2022 9:56 PM

271 It is beautiful and I don’t take advantage of it as much as I should living here 5/16/2022 9:53 PM

272 Beautiful but at risk. 5/16/2022 9:49 PM

273 Good access if you belong to a club, poor access otherwise 5/16/2022 9:42 PM

274 It's for healthy rich people. 5/16/2022 9:37 PM

275 Moorings need to be for Marblehead residents 5/16/2022 9:32 PM

276 Very crowded, but not Al space being used that could be. 5/16/2022 9:29 PM

277 Hard to access. Long mooring wait, and limited space for the number of people that want to
use it (parking, boat racks, beach spaces, crumbling boat ramps and stair access) but such an
important part of choosing to live in town.

5/16/2022 9:29 PM

278 Limited boat storage off season and limited parking at public launch areas. A need for long
term planning for environmental health of the harbor.

5/16/2022 9:29 PM
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279 It seems ok to me. More places to store personal kayaks would be nice. 5/16/2022 9:28 PM

280 Very crowded with boats. Very pretty. Hard to access with anything but human powered boats 5/16/2022 9:28 PM

281 It’s great. Me and my family love the harbor and feel like the town has done a great job. 5/16/2022 9:19 PM

282 Great 5/16/2022 9:18 PM

283 That it’s privatized. Tied up in personal interest of back of the napkin deals with things like a
board of selectman who appoint members of the harbor and waters board and approve
commercial leases - three of which coincidentally tie to individuals who are on the board of the
bank at which a particular board of selectmen is President.

5/16/2022 9:17 PM

284 Scenic 5/16/2022 9:15 PM

285 Lovely 5/16/2022 9:14 PM

286 Beauty 5/16/2022 9:09 PM

287 Beautiful but in large part accessible only to the wealthy with moorings and memberships to
yacht clubs.

5/16/2022 9:02 PM

288 Beautiful harbor. One of the nicest in the world. 5/16/2022 8:55 PM

289 I wish I could get a mooring. 5/16/2022 8:51 PM

290 Limited access 5/16/2022 8:49 PM

291 Busy but well monitored, good mix of sail and power w multiple access points. when weather is
fair, ample kayaks / sup

5/16/2022 8:46 PM

292 Adequate 5/16/2022 8:39 PM

293 Crowded 5/16/2022 8:33 PM

294 It's a beautiful location that is extremely difficult to access for boating (expensive clubs with
limited access are the only way currently), this is probably by design, as the town doesn't
seem to pride inclusivity or water access unless you own a house on the water.

5/16/2022 8:32 PM

295 Favorite harbor in the world - but gets more crowded every year 5/16/2022 8:29 PM

296 Unknown 5/16/2022 7:49 PM

297 Love it but would love more access for the public and cool water front engagement like
restaurants , ice cream shops ext.

5/16/2022 7:36 PM

298 Beautiful active focus of the town but very vulnerable to worsening storm surge 5/16/2022 7:23 PM

299 Exclusive 5/16/2022 7:20 PM

300 More access needed 5/16/2022 7:16 PM

301 No access for the public. Need to be a member of a yacht club to access the water 5/16/2022 7:16 PM
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Q13 What would you like the Harbor to be in 2040?
Answered: 282 Skipped: 113

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Accessible to all. Ecologically healthy. 6/21/2022 6:30 AM

2 ????? 6/11/2022 6:38 PM

3 Safer 6/10/2022 9:41 PM

4 Safe from flooding due to rising sea levels 6/10/2022 2:35 PM

5 Beautiful just as it is 6/10/2022 12:17 PM

6 I hope it retains its natural rock shores and not just a continuous concrete slab wall. 6/10/2022 11:53 AM

7 Unchanged 6/10/2022 8:20 AM

8 Just as it is with a breakwater protecting us from boat and waterfront damaging Nor'easters. 6/10/2022 6:05 AM

9 Clean water. Harbor of refuge. Easy accessibility to small craft. 6/9/2022 3:27 PM

10 the same or better 6/9/2022 12:31 PM

11 Safe, with access for all 6/9/2022 9:50 AM

12 As it is now, absent some profound and unforeseeable supervening future event or
development.

6/9/2022 9:42 AM

13 More access for people who really want to use the harbor. Less access for people who just
want to be able to say they have a mooring and don’t use it.

6/9/2022 7:04 AM

14 Unsure 6/8/2022 9:38 PM

15 Unchanged 6/8/2022 7:30 PM

16 safe and relatively stable, with as diverse access as possible. Everyone resident in town
should have the right to some type of access - maybe not a permanent mooring but a way to
enjoy the resource

6/8/2022 6:20 PM

17 Better access and better protected 6/8/2022 6:03 PM

18 My boat 6/8/2022 4:40 PM

19 Same as now, moorings, with a breakwater 6/8/2022 4:39 PM

20 more dockage for visitors 6/8/2022 4:31 PM

21 protected from NE storms and flooding 6/8/2022 4:11 PM

22 Still here & still vibrant 6/8/2022 3:41 PM

23 Same as today but less crowded by personal watercraft or SUPs rented commercially on Town
property.

6/8/2022 3:28 PM

24 More collaboration between waterfront entities and more public access boating. 6/8/2022 3:04 PM

25 Much more available and open to the residential base. Public docks, slips and more
accessible mooring options.

6/8/2022 2:40 PM

26 I think a jetty to protect the harbor from northeasterly swells and storms would be an
improvement.

6/8/2022 2:23 PM

27 Fine 6/8/2022 2:14 PM

28 Largely the same. 6/8/2022 2:11 PM
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29 Everything it is today while protecting the natural environment, commercial opportunity and
improved recreational access.

6/8/2022 2:04 PM

30 Make sure it exists 6/8/2022 1:40 PM

31 beautiful and better organized 6/8/2022 1:37 PM

32 used with better water quality 6/8/2022 1:37 PM

33 offer protection to NE storms 6/8/2022 1:34 PM

34 Preserved - The same as now. 6/8/2022 1:26 PM

35 Unchanged 6/8/2022 1:15 PM

36 preserved and retained for recreation, 6/8/2022 1:08 PM

37 A working waterfront 6/8/2022 12:59 PM

38 The same as it is now. 6/8/2022 12:56 PM

39 More sailing 6/6/2022 1:31 PM

40 Better protected, with more access for non yacht club members. Strong environmental controls
by yacht clubs and everyone else

6/6/2022 8:22 AM

41 The same as today 6/6/2022 6:58 AM

42 Beautiful 6/3/2022 7:40 PM

43 Accessible to sailing especially small boats. Town Class is a perfect example of resurgence
towards the sport. Balance between center console's and sailboats. Increased public access,
increased access on Salem Harbor side, increased opportunity for all ages and all abilities to
learn sailing. Living in Marblehead and not knowing how to sail is like living in Vail and not
knowing how to ski/snowport.

6/3/2022 9:10 AM

44 a vital, active harbor with access to all. I hope it has lots of sailboat racing taking place near
the harbor. I hope it will have access to sailing for all - not just wealthy people who can afford
membership in the major yacht clubs. I hope the harbor will be a healthy natural ecosystem as
well.

5/31/2022 1:43 PM

45 Healthier and more accessible 5/28/2022 4:30 PM

46 More protected 5/27/2022 2:12 AM

47 A place where everyone in the community regardless of physical ability, or financial ability, is a
ball to enjoy equal access to the waterfront and activities on the water.

5/25/2022 10:04 PM

48 accessible, green power for boating (transition away from gas/diesel), sustainable practices
(reduced single use plastic), nature-based solutions to shoreline protection

5/25/2022 9:07 AM

49 Dunno 5/24/2022 11:01 PM

50 Not more commercial. 5/24/2022 9:52 PM

51 Still a pristine Town amenity with greater access to small craft boating and more trawls. 5/24/2022 6:46 PM

52 Accessible at a reasonable cost. Yacht clubs are expansive access to moorings. Storm safer
too.

5/24/2022 3:06 PM

53 Additional moorings for sailboats. Shorten the waitlist for moorings. 5/24/2022 2:11 PM

54 active and accesible 5/24/2022 9:38 AM

55 More access for small boats whether docked or even more trawls available like the Town Class
trawl off Riverhead. Each mooring should have a 10 year maximum usage before it must be
given up to the next person on the waiting list.

5/24/2022 9:28 AM

56 Clean and contained by public and private sea walls. 5/24/2022 8:19 AM

57 Similar, but with more economic activity. I think the mooring system should be revamped.
First, there is no reason out of town residents should have the same ability to get a mooring
nor pay the same price for it. Newport has two waiting lists, one for residents one for non-

5/24/2022 7:57 AM
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residents. Second, the mooring fees are ridiculously low. There are million dollar boats paying
a few hundred dollars for a mooring when the market price would be several thousand dollars.
Jack the prices up (except for commercial fishermen) and use the funds to repair the
causeway, build a seawall to expand the harbor, prepare for global warming, etc). Higher prices
would also shorten the 20+ year waiting list for residents to get a mooring, by encouraging
those who don't even use their boat or mooring to vacate. Allocate some outer harbor moorings
to a commercial company via a bidding process. Then make those available for rental. Also,
take advantage of the shallow areas near Riverhead by expanding the Townie trawl, the fastest
growing fleet in the harbor. Encourage on the water businesses, such as boat cleaning
services, shellfish delivery boats like on Cuttyhunk, Ubereats service out of The Landing or
other restaurants, etc. Have more dinghy space for people to get into Old Town and spend
some money.

58 Better policed against trash, particularly Little Harbor 5/24/2022 5:23 AM

59 Less unused boats and easier access for non yacht club boat users 5/24/2022 3:37 AM

60 Healthy. Increased access for all. 5/23/2022 11:33 PM

61 More vibrant working waterfront, more commercial use, more dinghy access and moorings 5/23/2022 10:33 PM

62 Sustainable, more access, more moorings, ability for people who haven't been here 50 years to
access it

5/23/2022 10:12 PM

63 Lots of access to small boat sailing and self-propelled, better signage for public access spots,
increased public boat ramps, and public launching. Balance of sailing boats to powerboats in
the harbor. Priority moorings for sailboats.

5/23/2022 9:31 PM

64 Accessible to everyone 5/23/2022 8:11 PM

65 I sail in a Townie and expanding the trails would be a plus for our fleet. 5/23/2022 6:07 PM

66 cleaner and more accessible 5/23/2022 3:27 PM

67 see above. more activity at waterside. 5/23/2022 3:02 PM

68 Clean, with public access to launching small keelboats with a hoist for those of us that cannot
afford joining the yacht clubs that have a hoist (BYC, Eastern, and Corinthian).

5/23/2022 1:29 PM

69 unchanged 5/23/2022 1:14 PM

70 clean transparent mooring allocation system. 5/23/2022 12:23 PM

71 A series of trawls in low water space for small boats 5/23/2022 10:40 AM

72 Similar, but if they could build a jetti/breakwater at the mouth to limit NE swell and find a way
to get more boats in the harbor that would be ideal. More trawls, maybe dredge riverhead and
get a marina of sorts in to increase number of boats.

5/23/2022 10:36 AM

73 More accessible to more people, clean & healthy 5/23/2022 10:25 AM

74 It would be great to have some sort of wave protection near the mouth of the harbor. 5/23/2022 10:21 AM

75 A model for community involvement and access, and a leader in environmental stewardship. 5/23/2022 10:21 AM

76 Clean, accessible 5/23/2022 9:19 AM

77 Would like to see a little more protection from North easterly winds. Maybe a breakwater at the
mouth of the harbor.

5/23/2022 9:12 AM

78 Cleaner, and more accessible to the average boating family that does not have a membership
in one of the major yacht clubs in town.

5/23/2022 8:14 AM

79 More accessible for more families 5/23/2022 7:32 AM

80 Trawls for townies… source of funds by charging per hour motors 5/23/2022 7:29 AM

81 Kept at the same high standard. I also would like moorings to be limited to residence of
Marblehead and limited to one per household

5/22/2022 11:43 PM

82 Same as it is today 5/22/2022 5:51 PM
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83 The same pristine harbor that it is. Stop overdeveloping and fiscally driving out the people who
Made this town great.

5/22/2022 5:42 PM

84 More sailboats and active racing sailboats. This would be a harbor that is more actively used
than now, and is more in Marblehead's historical tradition. Sailing is a group and family activity,
we should encourage that the same way we encourage other sports in town.

5/22/2022 10:48 AM

85 I'd like it to remain as beautiful and healthy as it is today, but I fear that major changes are
ahead.

5/22/2022 7:39 AM

86 Have no more moorings added at the mouth of the harbor than there are today. the harbor is
crowded enough with large sail and motorboats. In fact, if the moorings were reduced back to
what they were in the 1950's (meaning no moorings beyond the CYC) so much the better.

5/21/2022 1:27 PM

87 About the same 5/21/2022 9:09 AM

88 More sailboats 5/20/2022 4:14 PM

89 Sustainable and accessible 5/20/2022 2:24 PM

90 More public boating access, more Townie trawl lines 5/20/2022 8:26 AM

91 More accessible. 5/20/2022 8:20 AM

92 The same 5/20/2022 7:24 AM

93 Not more crowded than it is now. 5/20/2022 4:29 AM

94 To have a robust community boating center that complements yacht clubs in addition to
additional waterfront businesses and sea level rise accommodations

5/19/2022 10:40 PM

95 Larger 5/19/2022 9:11 PM

96 More public and commercial access. Less condos. Better boat ramp. 5/19/2022 8:37 PM

97 Perhaps more town managed public access, access that is convenient for the disabled and
elderly that does not come with a huge club membership fee.

5/19/2022 5:01 PM

98 Accessible by all 5/19/2022 5:00 PM

99 Riverhead dredged and a marina developed. This would provide jobs for many young and
retired Marbleheaders and also expand access and generate revenue for the town. Riverhead
area is a neglected opportunity. It would be important to have town control the facilities. Drop
new moorings/trawls (if dredged) and open area for whalers, townies, etc. Provide town launch
service. Give residents who dont belong to Yacht Clubs equal access to the harbor. Develop
tide mitigation strategies (seawalls, etc.). By 2040, BYC may be underwater at high tides. The
parking area floods at moon tides now. Get rid of the comerants, they smell.

5/19/2022 4:52 PM

100 As is. 5/19/2022 4:38 PM

101 A sailor’s delight 5/19/2022 2:33 PM

102 a sailor's delight 5/19/2022 2:13 PM

103 Promote small sailboat racing for families and children 5/19/2022 1:52 PM

104 A more accessible place 5/19/2022 12:46 PM

105 As is with access for local residents 5/19/2022 12:15 PM

106 The harbor it's self untouched, the land - better handicap access, public areas remain public
areas. In a lot of cases less is more for example the blue fish and the yellow anchor at Crocker
Park are awful and they take away from the beauty of that historic park, just because people
want to donate does not mean we have to accept. Donations of benches, tables and other
things should be for what the town needs and is asking for not just things that people dream
up. Donations are lovely but they can get out of hand. The parks along the water should have
much better handicap accessibility.

5/19/2022 12:13 PM

107 clean, sustainable, protected 5/19/2022 9:00 AM

108 The same, but with more waterfront options to dine. 5/19/2022 7:12 AM
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109 I would like to see more opportunities to rent boats for the day and more public access by boat 5/18/2022 8:40 PM

110 More climate resilient, more commercial uses, better access for dry sailing 5/18/2022 8:35 PM

111 Better than it is today 5/18/2022 8:33 PM

112 Not much different than it is today 5/18/2022 6:50 PM

113 A thriving boating community serving both commercial and recreational craft. Access to all
must be protected and the ecologically soundness must be preserved or improved.

5/18/2022 6:43 PM

114 still there 5/18/2022 6:23 PM

115 I would want it to be cleaner. Send teams down to the bottom to pick up the trash (empty cans
etc) at the bottom of it

5/18/2022 5:20 PM

116 More accessible to all, moorings more equitably distributed. 5/18/2022 2:32 PM

117 More engaging 5/18/2022 1:39 PM

118 Less crowded… 5/18/2022 1:25 PM

119 Pretty much preserved and more acessable - both from land and for visiting yachters. 5/18/2022 12:03 PM

120 Still beautiful and clean! 5/18/2022 11:43 AM

121 A place of beauty 5/18/2022 11:36 AM

122 Consistent with condition now with improved sea walls. 5/18/2022 11:25 AM

123 A welcoming place for visitors with a vibrant waterfront available to all 5/18/2022 11:25 AM

124 I think the vulnerable waterfront areas around the Harbor are going to look very different in
2040. Sections of Front Street, Beacon Street, State Street Landing, Stramski's, and the
Causeway may be unusable/unlivable by then and we need to prepare for it. I would like the
Harbor to look similar to how it does now, but with additional trawler space near Riverhead, a
boating center at Parker's, public launch service, and a healthy fishing and marine services
industry.

5/18/2022 11:13 AM

125 Public ways should be left open 5/18/2022 10:54 AM

126 A fully accessible, community centered recreational facility 5/18/2022 10:42 AM

127 The same 5/18/2022 10:12 AM

128 Clean and accessible 5/18/2022 9:55 AM

129 Clean, able to be used recreationally and economically by residents. More access points. 5/18/2022 9:47 AM

130 More community oriented. Sail programs, ability to launch your own kayak or small sailboat
easily.

5/18/2022 9:43 AM

131 More access for non members of Yacht Clubs 5/18/2022 9:39 AM

132 Clean and accessible even to NON boat owners 5/18/2022 9:35 AM

133 Still accessible for smaller sailing boats. 5/18/2022 9:10 AM

134 More egalitarian 5/18/2022 8:45 AM

135 Accessible to anyone who wants to get in/on/near the water. 5/18/2022 8:45 AM

136 Accessible to all and ecologically maintained 5/18/2022 8:33 AM

137 Clean with the same or better access and more public shore-side services. 5/18/2022 8:28 AM

138 Pretty much the same but, with better public access. 5/18/2022 8:26 AM

139 Healthy. Increase moorings with dual moorings with small dock between for smaller boats eg.
Manchester harbor

5/18/2022 8:26 AM

140 The same 5/18/2022 8:13 AM

141 same, but a few more access points for kayaks / paddleboards 5/18/2022 8:10 AM
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142 I would like to be here to see it. 5/18/2022 8:05 AM

143 Easy for all t access with better facilities and plenty of available moorings and kayak racks 5/18/2022 7:33 AM

144 Protected and accessible to all. 5/18/2022 7:31 AM

145 Same 5/18/2022 7:27 AM

146 I’m not sure I’ve thought about this 5/18/2022 6:24 AM

147 Clean, vibrant, active, and accessible by all, not just those of means 5/18/2022 6:22 AM

148 I would like there to be more access for all residents. Also, concerned about cleanliness of
harbor.

5/18/2022 6:11 AM

149 Similar to what it is now with more waterfront restaurants 5/18/2022 4:45 AM

150 Focus on easier access to all towns people especially for sailors to keep the tradition of
sailing. Easier access to cruisers so they can take advantage of having better access to old
town.

5/18/2022 12:10 AM

151 To have more trawls for boats that have shallow drafts 5/17/2022 11:46 PM

152 Beautiful, vibrant 5/17/2022 11:41 PM

153 The heart of Marblehead for all to visit 5/17/2022 11:34 PM

154 Same, it’s a great place 5/17/2022 11:04 PM

155 More inclusive and diverse. Opportunities for all. 5/17/2022 10:44 PM

156 Public access 5/17/2022 10:37 PM

157 More affordable access to the water 5/17/2022 10:17 PM

158 Accessible for all. 5/17/2022 10:06 PM

159 Welcoming. 5/17/2022 9:49 PM

160 More accessible. 5/17/2022 9:47 PM

161 Quieter and more peaceful. 5/17/2022 9:45 PM

162 Similar to today! 5/17/2022 9:40 PM

163 More public activities, and very clean. 5/17/2022 9:38 PM

164 Clean River head beach up, better boat ramp you can access In high and low tide 5/17/2022 9:32 PM

165 Clean and sustainably managed, more mooring space, better public access, more electric boat
motors, and economically vibrant.

5/17/2022 9:31 PM

166 Healthier environment 5/17/2022 9:17 PM

167 Same as it is now, a few less moorings 5/17/2022 8:48 PM

168 Clean water to swim in 5/17/2022 8:39 PM

169 Inclusive and accessible 5/17/2022 8:35 PM

170 A place where all families can recreate. 5/17/2022 8:34 PM

171 Continued recreation and commercial use. A clean harbor, accessible to all member of the
community, which I believe is the case today.

5/17/2022 8:30 PM

172 Same as today 5/17/2022 8:29 PM

173 Close to what it is now. 5/17/2022 8:27 PM

174 More access for smaller boats, and more space for small sailboats 5/17/2022 8:20 PM

175 As is 5/17/2022 8:09 PM

176 Clean 5/17/2022 7:52 PM
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177 More moorings for the TOWN Class Fleet 5/17/2022 7:51 PM

178 I would prefer the harbor to be a sailing harbor, not as it currently is a haven for 22-23 foot
outboards. Outboards one can drive like a car with little nautical skills...sailboats require all
nautical skills so the town should go out of their way to enable sailing.

5/17/2022 7:50 PM

179 The same. 5/17/2022 7:39 PM

180 Same as now 5/17/2022 7:32 PM

181 The same. 5/17/2022 7:18 PM

182 Same 5/17/2022 7:03 PM

183 The same 5/17/2022 7:00 PM

184 More accessibility to the town 5/17/2022 6:54 PM

185 I would like there to be more opportunities for new people to enjoy boating through Town Class
and shared boat clubs

5/17/2022 6:32 PM

186 Full access to all 5/17/2022 6:30 PM

187 Destination for diverse activities 5/17/2022 6:28 PM

188 A more environmentally friendly and more accessible to the public. 5/17/2022 6:15 PM

189 Accessible to all Marblehead residents, including boating 5/17/2022 6:13 PM

190 I would like to see a healthy harbor with more public boating access 5/17/2022 6:10 PM

191 Lively and easy for the whole town to enjoy 5/17/2022 6:08 PM

192 same 5/17/2022 5:54 PM

193 That’s a pretty open question 5/17/2022 5:52 PM

194 Welcoming to all. Protected from climate change and sea-level rise, which at the very least
demands a breakwater.

5/17/2022 5:51 PM

195 Free of gas powered boats 5/17/2022 5:50 PM

196 More public access to harbor, water, boating. More boats fit in space. Do something with
Riverhead end. Seawall at mouth for long term protection from storms?

5/17/2022 5:48 PM

197 Same as is 5/17/2022 5:46 PM

198 More accessible to those looking for mooring space. 5/17/2022 5:41 PM

199 Similar to todays use 5/17/2022 5:36 PM

200 1 mooring per household and non resident non town tax payers 5/17/2022 5:27 PM

201 less crowded 5/17/2022 5:22 PM

202 Environmentally healthy, accessible to diverse group of people 5/17/2022 5:19 PM

203 Assuming any uses survive rising sea levels, I think the only thing missing is an active
consumer-focused marina and wharf complex.

5/17/2022 5:09 PM

204 A vibrant, accessible resource for everyone, protected by the possibility of a sea wall. 5/17/2022 5:08 PM

205 More friendly to both residents and cruising boats looking for enjoy our town. 5/17/2022 5:02 PM

206 The same 5/17/2022 5:00 PM

207 The same as it is NOW 5/17/2022 4:59 PM

208 More public access. 5/17/2022 4:58 PM

209 Similar as possible. 5/17/2022 4:57 PM

210 safe, well maintained 5/17/2022 4:55 PM

211 same but better 5/17/2022 4:55 PM
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212 The same 5/17/2022 4:24 PM

213 Back to it's roots a highly respected sailing and boating town 5/17/2022 4:13 PM

214 Cleaner! With more fish/wildlife 5/17/2022 3:58 PM

215 less crowded 5/17/2022 3:45 PM

216 Clean. 5/17/2022 3:33 PM

217 With better public access to the water and more control of use and pollution 5/17/2022 3:29 PM

218 Accessible for ALL 5/17/2022 3:27 PM

219 The same as it is now, perhaps with some food delivery options to boats. 5/17/2022 2:48 PM

220 intact 5/17/2022 2:32 PM

221 More swimming areas that aren’t just for the homeowners we all pay taxes and beachfront
should be for all

5/17/2022 2:32 PM

222 I think the town needs to consider a break water to protect the low lying areas along the
waterfront. Also, it would be nice to have more efficient use of the moorings and harbor
spaces.

5/17/2022 2:22 PM

223 As it is now but for us to have a mooring. 5/17/2022 1:53 PM

224 Open to all for all forms of recreation. Less private piers 5/17/2022 12:48 PM

225 Environmentally protected and available for non boating recreational use 5/17/2022 12:38 PM

226 Address the flooding and beach cleaning 5/17/2022 11:33 AM

227 Clean and shoreline resilient from storms with updated seawalls and technology. Would love to
see a bathroom at Village dock where hundreds of residents access their boats from.

5/17/2022 11:27 AM

228 more access to public rather than controlled by yacht clubs and private interest. 5/17/2022 11:21 AM

229 Prepared for rising sea levels, and increased levels of public access. 5/17/2022 10:55 AM

230 1. Preserve what is best about it. No ugly condos. 2, Replace what used to be called Parkers
Boatyard providing inexpensive access to the harbor for sailors who cannot afford the yacht
clubs (I can afford a yacht club but I miss the camaraderie and diversity that came from
enabling access to anyone who wanted to race sailboats) 3. Preserve a clean harbor and clean
town. Ban the sale of SUP bottles in Marblehead and no stores should provide plastic
shopping bags.

5/17/2022 10:38 AM

231 More accessible and welcoming to the average Marblehead resident. 5/17/2022 9:38 AM

232 A place where all can enjoy: yacht club members, non-club members, those who work on the
water, etc. A place where interest in water activities (fun & work) can be fostered & grow by
EVERYONE. A clean, pristine ecosystem.

5/17/2022 8:50 AM

233 More accessible. 5/17/2022 8:12 AM

234 More restaurants and accessible spots for people to enjoy access to the harbor 5/17/2022 7:08 AM

235 Would love to see a vibrant waterfront that provides easy access to residents and tourists.
Spots to eat or drink. Easy access to boat rentals - especially non-power! A healthy mix of
power and sailboats in our harbor (we seem to be skewing to more power boats with multiple
engines every year). Healthy sea walls and good railings.

5/17/2022 6:50 AM

236 Don't change very much 5/17/2022 6:45 AM

237 Continued kayak access, more restaurants on the waterfront- there are only 2 that are public
with waterside dining

5/17/2022 6:17 AM

238 Including a ferry to Salem or other waterfront towns 5/17/2022 6:00 AM

239 Pretty much the same 5/17/2022 5:54 AM

240 A place where everyone in Marblehead can gather and an inviting harbor for cruisers to visit
and spend money in town

5/17/2022 5:35 AM
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241 Same 5/17/2022 5:30 AM

242 Clean. More public access but strictly controlled. 5/17/2022 5:13 AM

243 Fewer private piers 5/16/2022 11:45 PM

244 More accessible 5/16/2022 11:10 PM

245 Still as beautiful, but better and more equitable access for residents and visitors. 5/16/2022 11:09 PM

246 I would like it to remain mainly the same . It’s beauty and charm are important to me 5/16/2022 10:59 PM

247 Accessible to everyone with as much public access as possible 5/16/2022 10:45 PM

248 — 5/16/2022 10:33 PM

249 Safe in all weather 5/16/2022 10:30 PM

250 More accessible to people from all walks of life. Safe from the increasing water levels . 5/16/2022 10:07 PM

251 Access for all and a profit center for Marblehead 5/16/2022 10:04 PM

252 Much more access for the public 5/16/2022 9:56 PM

253 Protected, clean, and love by my children and their children and generations to come 5/16/2022 9:53 PM

254 Status quo 5/16/2022 9:49 PM

255 Access to “public” boating facilities not associated with a yacht club. Protected from damage
by sea level rise and increase in extreme weather events

5/16/2022 9:42 PM

256 Healthy with sailing and boating for all. 5/16/2022 9:37 PM

257 Accessible to all Marblehead residents 5/16/2022 9:32 PM

258 Similar to what it is now 5/16/2022 9:29 PM

259 Sustainable for recreation and commercial access. Enforcement of existing requirements to
keep marine businesses in what remaining harbor front commercial property there is.
Continued work to rip-rap erosion points. Hopefully a breakwater.

5/16/2022 9:29 PM

260 A place where more people can access the water and recreate safely in human powered craft
without needing to belong to a yacht club for access. Community support for environmental
action and ongoing stewardship.

5/16/2022 9:29 PM

261 Clean, swimmable, fishing, sailing, kayaking 5/16/2022 9:28 PM

262 Better public access to our beautiful harbor for all types of activities including small boats that
are trailered on the day of boating.

5/16/2022 9:28 PM

263 A harbor filled with boats and people on the water, largely the same as it is today. 5/16/2022 9:19 PM

264 Same 5/16/2022 9:18 PM

265 A welcoming and accessible vibrant harbor. Not merely one that houses a multitude of boats
that seldom move and tie up the mooring waitlist for decades. A more diverse and equitable
harbor. Many families cannot afford a club and shouldn’t be required to join in order to enjoy a
variety of water sports. I heard the chairman of the harbors and waters board talk about the
Marblehead yacht club at town meeting. That club doesn’t have equal access either meaning
opportunity to participate. There’s no crane, no programs or classes.

5/16/2022 9:17 PM

266 More vibrant 5/16/2022 9:15 PM

267 More moorings for residents 5/16/2022 9:14 PM

268 Beautiful 5/16/2022 9:09 PM

269 Much more accessible to all. 5/16/2022 9:02 PM

270 The same as it is today. Would be nice if there were a deep water ramp other than the
Marblehead Lobster company.

5/16/2022 8:55 PM

271 More moorings. 5/16/2022 8:51 PM
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272 More activities accessible by boat 5/16/2022 8:49 PM

273 Odd question. I would honestly like the harbor to be less congested & the park and rec team to
have better restroom facilities in terms of hours - it should be 24 by 7. The town has a terrific
facility over at stramski we should develop and promote opportunities for Salem Harbor access
versus adding additional volume to Marblehead Harbor

5/16/2022 8:46 PM

274 Vibrant 5/16/2022 8:39 PM

275 Accessible for boating and sailboat racing. 5/16/2022 8:32 PM

276 Accessible, healthy and not overly dense 5/16/2022 8:29 PM

277 I’d like my grandchildren to be able to pull up flounder off a boat in the harbor the way I was
able to.

5/16/2022 7:49 PM

278 An ecological and economic example of the best harbor in the US. 5/16/2022 7:36 PM

279 Better protected from rising storm surge, and better small boat access 5/16/2022 7:23 PM

280 Accessible to all. Vibrant. 5/16/2022 7:20 PM

281 More access 5/16/2022 7:16 PM

282 A place were all of the citizen of Marblehead can access the harbor and where Marblehead is
seen as a leader on harbor management.

5/16/2022 7:16 PM
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Q14 Tell us about your connection to Marblehead. Choose all that apply
and tell us for how long the category has applied to you.

Answered: 351 Skipped: 44

I am a
year-round...

I am a
seasonal...

I am a regular
visitor to...

I own a
business in...
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

0-5 years 6-10 years Over 10 yea… Former

Never

I am an
employee of ...

 0-5 YEARS 6-10 YEARS OVER 10 YEARS FORMER NEVER TOTAL

I am a year-round resident of Marblehead.

I am a seasonal resident of Marblehead.

I am a regular visitor to Marblehead.

I own a business in Marblehead.

I am an employee of a business in Marblehead.
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15.63% 55

84.38% 297

Q15 Do you own property along Marblehead's shoreline?
Answered: 352 Skipped: 43

TOTAL 352

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Yes

No

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No
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0.00% 0

1.14% 4

4.84% 17

17.09% 60

20.51% 72

31.05% 109

17.09% 60

8.26% 29

Q16 How old are you?
Answered: 351 Skipped: 44

TOTAL 351

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Under 18

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65-74

75+

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Under 18

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65-74

75+
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0.86% 3

0.58% 2

0.58% 2

0.86% 3

79.54% 276

16.43% 57

2.31% 8

Q17 What is your ethnicity? (Please select all that apply.)
Answered: 347 Skipped: 48

Total Respondents: 347  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 I hate that question- I am an American 6/10/2022 12:19 PM

2 Ashkenazi 6/9/2022 9:43 AM

3 Enough with ethnicity 6/8/2022 3:29 PM

4 Because I am “other”. 5/22/2022 5:44 PM

5 Human 5/18/2022 11:46 AM

6 Please! 5/17/2022 7:34 PM

7 Nunya 5/17/2022 7:01 PM

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

American
Indian or...

Asian or
Pacific...

Black or
African...

Hispanic or
Latino

White /
Caucasian

Prefer not to
answer

Other (please
specify)

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

American Indian or Alaskan Native

Asian or Pacific Islander

Black or African American

Hispanic or Latino

White / Caucasian

Prefer not to answer

Other (please specify)
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8 American 5/16/2022 10:11 PM
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4.00% 14

13.14% 46

3.14% 11

40.29% 141

39.43% 138

Q18 How did you hear about this survey?
Answered: 350 Skipped: 45

TOTAL 350

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Facebook 7/6/2022 12:04 AM

2 BYC newsletter 6/9/2022 7:06 AM

3 BYC 6/8/2022 4:41 PM

4 Boston Yacht club enews 6/8/2022 4:41 PM

5 Byc newsletter 6/8/2022 3:42 PM

6 BYC member 6/8/2022 3:29 PM

7 BYC Enewsletter 6/8/2022 3:19 PM

8 link from the BYC member email 6/8/2022 2:25 PM

9 Social media 6/8/2022 2:05 PM

10 in the Boston Yacht Club newsletter 6/8/2022 1:39 PM

11 Boston Yacht Club 6/8/2022 1:38 PM

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

I attended the
first public...

I saw a notice
on the Town'...

I saw an
article in t...

Someone
emailed me a...

Other (please
specify)

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

I attended the first public workshop on May 16.

I saw a notice on the Town's website.

I saw an article in the Marblehead Reporter.

Someone emailed me a link.

Other (please specify)
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12 BYC 6/8/2022 1:09 PM

13 Saw a link 6/6/2022 1:32 PM

14 Marblehead Town Class Association notification 6/3/2022 9:13 AM

15 All mhd 5/23/2022 11:35 PM

16 Through Town Class association 5/23/2022 10:23 AM

17 Facebook 5/22/2022 5:44 PM

18 Marblehead Sailors FB group 5/22/2022 10:46 AM

19 Just saw it on the town website. Now that the Marblehead Reporter no longer reports local
news, the town website has become more important as residents try to stay informed.

5/22/2022 7:41 AM

20 Marblehead facebook 5/21/2022 9:12 AM

21 Social media 5/20/2022 10:05 PM

22 Instagram All Marblehead 5/20/2022 2:25 PM

23 Facebook 5/20/2022 8:28 AM

24 Someone had a link on Facebook 5/20/2022 8:23 AM

25 Fb 5/19/2022 8:39 PM

26 I have followed the planing process for the harbor 5/19/2022 8:32 PM

27 Facebook 5/19/2022 5:01 PM

28 I was trying to pay my dump fee online (no luck) - saw this on marblehead.org. 5/19/2022 4:57 PM

29 Saw on Facebook 5/19/2022 4:39 PM

30 Shared on Facebook 5/19/2022 12:16 PM

31 all marblehead facebook page 5/18/2022 8:42 PM

32 Sustainable Marblehead 5/18/2022 8:37 PM

33 Thru the boating community 5/18/2022 8:35 PM

34 Facebook 5/18/2022 8:00 PM

35 Instagram post 5/18/2022 6:46 PM

36 facebook 5/18/2022 6:24 PM

37 Facebook story 5/18/2022 5:24 PM

38 Instagram 5/18/2022 5:21 PM

39 Facebook 5/18/2022 5:05 PM

40 Facebook 5/18/2022 4:46 PM

41 Link posted on Facebook 5/18/2022 2:33 PM

42 Facebook 5/18/2022 2:28 PM

43 Facebook 5/18/2022 1:40 PM

44 Facebook 5/18/2022 1:27 PM

45 Facebook 5/18/2022 11:46 AM

46 Facebook 5/18/2022 11:37 AM

47 Facebook 5/18/2022 11:27 AM

48 Saw a post on Facebook 5/18/2022 11:26 AM

49 Social media 5/18/2022 11:14 AM
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50 Instagram link 5/18/2022 10:43 AM

51 FB post 5/18/2022 9:49 AM

52 Twitter 5/18/2022 9:36 AM

53 Facebook 5/18/2022 8:48 AM

54 Facebook AllMarblehead 5/18/2022 8:41 AM

55 All marblehead posting on facebook 5/18/2022 8:35 AM

56 Facebook post from All Marblehead 5/18/2022 8:27 AM

57 All Marblehead Instagram page 5/18/2022 8:27 AM

58 AllMarblehead 5/18/2022 7:23 AM

59 Social media 5/18/2022 6:23 AM

60 Facebook 5/17/2022 11:43 PM

61 Facebook 5/17/2022 11:42 PM

62 Facebook 5/17/2022 11:35 PM

63 Allmarblehead instagram 5/17/2022 11:05 PM

64 Facebook link 5/17/2022 10:45 PM

65 Friend 5/17/2022 10:09 PM

66 Instagram 5/17/2022 9:50 PM

67 Fb 5/17/2022 9:47 PM

68 Instagram 5/17/2022 9:40 PM

69 Facebook 5/17/2022 9:31 PM

70 Facebook 5/17/2022 9:17 PM

71 Instagram 5/17/2022 8:59 PM

72 Facebook 5/17/2022 8:49 PM

73 Facebook 5/17/2022 8:46 PM

74 Facebook 5/17/2022 8:36 PM

75 All Marblehead 5/17/2022 8:31 PM

76 Social media 5/17/2022 8:31 PM

77 All Marblehead Facebook Page 5/17/2022 8:28 PM

78 Facebook 5/17/2022 7:53 PM

79 Fb 5/17/2022 7:34 PM

80 Facebook 5/17/2022 7:22 PM

81 Social media 5/17/2022 7:04 PM

82 Facebook 5/17/2022 6:15 PM

83 twitter 5/17/2022 6:12 PM

84 Facebook--All Marblehead 5/17/2022 6:12 PM

85 Saw a post on All Marblehead Facebook 5/17/2022 6:12 PM

86 Instagram 5/17/2022 6:09 PM

87 facebook 5/17/2022 5:55 PM
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88 Instagram 5/17/2022 5:53 PM

89 Instagram 5/17/2022 5:50 PM

90 Instagram 5/17/2022 5:47 PM

91 All Marblehead 5/17/2022 5:34 PM

92 All Marblehead 5/17/2022 5:28 PM

93 Facebook post 5/17/2022 5:22 PM

94 saw a post on Instagram 5/17/2022 5:20 PM

95 Instagram 5/17/2022 5:15 PM

96 Twitter 5/17/2022 5:10 PM

97 instagram 5/17/2022 5:06 PM

98 Social media 5/17/2022 5:00 PM

99 All Marblehead 5/17/2022 4:58 PM

100 Facebook 5/17/2022 4:56 PM

101 Twitter 5/17/2022 4:55 PM

102 Saw it on Facebook 5/17/2022 4:25 PM

103 Facebook 5/17/2022 3:59 PM

104 On FaceBook 5/17/2022 3:35 PM

105 Facebook 5/17/2022 3:30 PM

106 Facebook? Or email 5/17/2022 1:54 PM

107 Post on Facebook 5/17/2022 12:39 PM

108 Facebook 5/17/2022 10:40 AM

109 Facebook 5/17/2022 8:53 AM

110 Facebook post 5/17/2022 7:03 AM

111 Posted link on Everything Marblehead Facebook page 5/17/2022 6:53 AM

112 Facebook 5/17/2022 6:47 AM

113 Everything Marblehead Facebook Group 5/17/2022 6:34 AM

114 Posted on Facebook 5/17/2022 6:02 AM

115 Facebook 5/17/2022 5:56 AM

116 Facebook 5/17/2022 5:31 AM

117 Facebook 5/16/2022 11:46 PM

118 Facebook 5/16/2022 11:01 PM

119 Facebook 5/16/2022 10:34 PM

120 Facebook 5/16/2022 10:23 PM

121 Facebook 5/16/2022 9:54 PM

122 Facebook 5/16/2022 9:50 PM

123 Facebook 5/16/2022 9:38 PM

124 FB 5/16/2022 9:35 PM

125 Attendance at meetings 5/16/2022 9:34 PM
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126 Facebook link on Marblehead town class page. 5/16/2022 9:31 PM

127 Facebook 5/16/2022 9:29 PM

128 Facebook 5/16/2022 9:29 PM

129 Engaged member of the community shared on social media 5/16/2022 9:19 PM

130 X 5/16/2022 9:15 PM

131 Facebook 5/16/2022 9:11 PM

132 Facebook post 5/16/2022 9:03 PM

133 Facebook 5/16/2022 8:52 PM

134 Facebook 5/16/2022 8:50 PM

135 Survey link Posted on facebook 5/16/2022 8:47 PM

136 Facebook posting 5/16/2022 8:34 PM

137 Facebook 5/16/2022 8:34 PM

138 Facebook 5/16/2022 8:30 PM
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Q20 Thank you for taking this survey. Do you have any questions about
this planning process or is there anything else you'd like us to know about

the harbor?
Answered: 85 Skipped: 310

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Would any action be by vote of the Town? 6/10/2022 9:46 PM

2 you didn't ask if I support a breakwater- I do- and I would gladly support an override to fund it 6/10/2022 12:20 PM

3 Keep in the planning process the needs of those that cannot communicate in this process…
but contribute greatly to the beauty and wonderful experience of being in the harbor…. ie;
animals, birds, marine life, plants and rock formations.

6/10/2022 11:57 AM

4 Where with the proposed Breakwater be? 6/10/2022 8:21 AM

5 Build a breakwater 6/10/2022 6:07 AM

6 Who are the parties running this plan? 6/9/2022 8:13 AM

7 Reinvigorating Parker’s to a working town sailing location would be amazing! 6/8/2022 3:51 PM

8 The harbor is, I think, the jewel in Marblehead's crown. That said, a comparatively small
percentage of residents actually own a boat. The harbor should be managed by people
qualified on the water and protected as an historic natural harbor of great beauty.

6/8/2022 3:31 PM

9 no 6/8/2022 2:16 PM

10 A breakwater seems unnecessary and unsightly. It would be great to re open Parker's boatyard
ASAP for recreation.

6/8/2022 2:16 PM

11 Good luck. Why didn't you include Parkers Boat yard in harbor offerings? 6/8/2022 1:40 PM

12 Thanks for doing this very important work. 6/8/2022 1:38 PM

13 no 6/8/2022 1:38 PM

14 No 6/8/2022 1:28 PM

15 Not at this time 6/8/2022 1:17 PM

16 Please add another trawl line for the town class. It is a vibrant and growing fleet and a great
way for new people to get into sailing. But the current wait list is 19 boats. There is plenty of
space in the shallow water by Riverhead.

6/3/2022 7:43 PM

17 A second trawl line for the Town Class sailboats is a strong first step towards this sailing
growth.

6/3/2022 9:17 AM

18 I hope that it will be possible to place another trawl line in the shallow water near the
causeway. The Townie fleet continues to grow, and the shallow area near the end of the harbor
is unusable by most boats - but it works for Townies.

5/31/2022 1:45 PM

19 Pls add another trawl line for Town Class. Enhance access and beauty 5/28/2022 4:33 PM

20 More trawls for small sailboats to encourage sailing and racing 5/27/2022 2:17 AM

21 I would like to see greater promotion of reasonable sailing opportinities. For example I think the
trawl line for townies near back beach is terrific. I think the town should do what it can to make
Marblehead a sailing community. The whalers and mid-console boats are squeezing the small
sailing boats out of the harbor

5/24/2022 11:08 PM

22 The mooring waitlist is crazy long -- good that it is more fairly and openly managed in recent
years.

5/24/2022 9:54 PM
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23 Thanks for doing the survey 5/24/2022 5:24 AM

24 Increased access small boats such as Townie to make entry level sailing and boat ownership
possible for all

5/24/2022 3:40 AM

25 I'm disappointed that there is not more harbor access. Dinghy spots have been all but
eliminated in favor of higher profit kayak spots, there is a 25 year mooring wait-list, the
commercial waterfront has disappeared, as zoning has permitted more housing, resulting in
fewer waterfront businesses, chandlers, boatbuilders, sail lofts, etc.

5/23/2022 10:38 PM

26 all good 5/23/2022 3:29 PM

27 Increase the use of shallow water trot lines 5/23/2022 12:25 PM

28 I am a Townie sailor. I would like to buy a boat but I am currently #12 on the waiting list for the
trawl line. More trawl lines would certainly help the diversity of access to the harbor.

5/23/2022 10:26 AM

29 Add additional tow lines for small Town Class boats. This is a growing class of small boats and
an entry level for new boat owners and those who want to learn to sail as well as those who are
downsizing.

5/23/2022 9:23 AM

30 Our harbor is our town jewel. We need a plan that both protects it, and assures access for all,
not just the privileged few.

5/23/2022 7:39 AM

31 Handicap access should be improved 5/23/2022 7:31 AM

32 Keep everything as is. The waters/launches/docks are good as is 5/22/2022 8:43 PM

33 It IS a beautiful harbor, but space is limited. Overcrowding is not good for anyone, but the
ability to access the harbor with smaller boats and small sailboats is good.

5/21/2022 1:30 PM

34 How will it be publicized? 5/20/2022 2:26 PM

35 Would love another trawl line for The Town Class fleet 5/20/2022 8:29 AM

36 Imagine if the Harbors were funded as well as the school department. So many missed
opportunities over the years; selling Rockmere land for Glover Landing, rejecting the lighthouse
seawall, rejecting the marina at MYC, rejecting Ted Hoods offer to buy Browns Island/Graves
to establish a world class yacht yard....Good Luck guys

5/19/2022 5:08 PM

37 Not at this time. 5/19/2022 5:04 PM

38 Please consider: 1. extension of the trawl for the Town Class 2. additional trawl at Brown's, or
similar, for those waitlisted for the harbor 3. improvements to Parker's boat yard Thanks!

5/19/2022 2:36 PM

39 Please consider: 1. extension of the trawl for the Town Class 2. additional trawl at Brown's, or
similar, for those waitlisted for the harbor 3. improvements to Parker's boat yard Thanks!

5/19/2022 2:23 PM

40 The Town Class has a trawl mooring in 2' of water at the Riverhead end of the harbor and there
is plenty of room to expand it and the Harbormaster will not give us permission to do so. There
is plenty of room for more trawls and the Town Class is the fastest growing one design class
on the east coast. We race 4 days a week and get many people to use the harbor facilities
regularly. The trawl sure looks pretty as you drive across the causeway.

5/19/2022 2:05 PM

41 This survey seemed lacking in comparison to the meeting. There are no specific areas
mentioned and what the person taking the survey thought. For example, little harbor, Parker's
boat yard and the other locations talked about. How can you get a feel for what residents that
were unable to attend think about these areas? I hope that the dots used in this meeting are
not the only votes that get cast and are on documents like the ones that were shown from the
meeting that were from 2009 because there were not that many people that attended. I am also
opposed to a breakwater.

5/19/2022 12:19 PM

42 what are you planning? 5/18/2022 8:42 PM

43 It would be grest if there was a walkway along the harbor. Access is very limited. 5/18/2022 8:02 PM

44 Thanks! 5/18/2022 1:27 PM

45 Not at this time. Thank you! 5/18/2022 10:55 AM

46 No 5/18/2022 10:43 AM
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47 I feel that the an additional Towne Class trawl should be added. I do not see a down side to
this. I get comments all the time about how beautiful the Townies look at twilight on the trawl.
There are 15 Townie's waiting to go sailing there is no place to put them. I do not know if you
know this, the Marblehead T/C is the fasting growing fleet on the east coast. More crews
racing means more business in Marblehead after the races. My wife and I go out to eat in
Marblehead after every Tuesday and Thursday night races all summer. The class also brings
spectators to Chandler Hovey on Sundays, Tuesdays and Thursdays.

5/18/2022 10:02 AM

48 No 5/18/2022 9:36 AM

49 Not now 5/18/2022 9:13 AM

50 Would like consideration of a second trawl line for town class or small boats with shallow draft 5/18/2022 9:02 AM

51 Please extend the trawl line for the Town Class sailboats. 5/18/2022 8:08 AM

52 I think there needs to be a better process for getting a mooring or at least more transparency in
the current process

5/18/2022 7:37 AM

53 We need a breakwater to protect the harbor and will help to create more (protected) anchorage
space. Expand the trawl line in low water areas for flat bottom sail and motor boats.

5/18/2022 7:35 AM

54 Leave it alone 5/18/2022 7:29 AM

55 I am a boater/racing sailor. The mooring waiting list is ridiculous. With demand for moorings as
it is (intense demand), the permit fee rate could be raised to weed out the "mooring keepers".
As a result of harbor/mooring crowding, there is demand for trailer-launched boat storage with
crane launching for small power boats and particularly for one-design race boats. We had that
until recently when the HWB closed the Marblehead Boating Center at Parker's Boatyard. The
proposal to create a new public community boating facility there is sound. Look at the success
of Sail Newport for an example of how it could & should be done in Marblehead, albeit on a
smaller scale.

5/18/2022 6:31 AM

56 Please add another trawl mooring line for the very popular and growing Town Class 5/18/2022 12:15 AM

57 Why are additional Townie trawl’s denied all the time 5/17/2022 11:47 PM

58 Marblehead should allow the Towne Class Association to expand its Trawl line. This will
provide greater access to smaller affordable boats. Marblehead town folks designed this boat
so that regular folks could build their own boats and hone their sail racing skills.

5/17/2022 10:21 PM

59 Just don’t ignore the west shore like the H&W board has always done. Over 40% of the
income comes from the west shore but they took away services and raised the rates. Horrible
board. Horrible people.

5/17/2022 9:52 PM

60 I’d like to see a fundraising swim across the harbor in late September. The landing to the
eastern yacht club

5/17/2022 9:19 PM

61 Extends townie trawl 5/17/2022 8:40 PM

62 I have been sailing /racing small sailboats for over 40 years in Marblehead. It is so important
that we have affordable areas for small inexpensive boats. The trawl for the town class fleet
has been critical to creating a vibrant affordable racing class. We need to expand it. I also
think tying motorboats to floats, rather than swing on moorings would allow more boats
Thanks! After over 50 years we recently sold our parents home in m’head, but we still race our
little sailboat here.

5/17/2022 8:29 PM

63 Harbor employees should have jumper cables, if possible on their boats. I really love
marblehead Harbor and I AM CONCERNED ABOUT THE SAFETY OF BOATERS. I AM A
LICENSED CAPTAIN.

5/17/2022 7:58 PM

64 I am concerned that the entire planning process has jumped the track when I hear that Parkers
Boat Yard may not be available as an access alternative for those who don't have a mooring
and don't belong to a yacht club. Harbors and Waters Board should seek to better engage the
Marblehead boating community.

5/17/2022 7:54 PM

65 Next up gas motors…. 5/17/2022 7:34 PM

66 It would be great to have a fillet tables And working hoses at all town docks. 5/17/2022 7:21 PM

67 Would like to see add’l trawl for Townies which are the longest racing fleet in Mhead. A Mhead 5/17/2022 6:33 PM
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tradition.

68 Yeah, stop fucking with it. It's perfect as is. 5/17/2022 5:01 PM

69 Troubling Optics: (1) In town there is a lot of frustration about transparency of both how the
harbor is managed and the controlling interests of these parties. Board members having direct
commercial relationships with businesses they in practical terms oversea (ex. leases) (2) It
also, seems irritating that the Parker's boat yard hasn't been maintained since it's purchase
even though it was least out to a private party and is not being used for the intended purchase
(3) The funding dollars from Salem Sound Coast Watch are being spend on a recently very
expensive project rebuilding the Marblehead Municipal Light Dept. located in one of the least
flood prone parts of the harbor. It would seem rational to focus on areas that will be negatively
impacted in the next 1-5 years, not 20+ years.

5/17/2022 3:17 PM

70 The questions weren’t great especially the first one it sounded like it was specific to MH harbor
not MH waterfront anywhere. Maybe hire a market research person next time.

5/17/2022 1:55 PM

71 Please include the Neck in this planning process. 5/17/2022 12:49 PM

72 Is there a plan for another forum? Will we be able to access materials or a recording of last
night’s forum?

5/17/2022 6:54 AM

73 Making not boating access points for the public requires more parking as well. We have such a
great town for biking and other avenues of transportation that I’d hate us to become a beacon
of “places to drop your boat in” and just tie up our streets with trucks and trailer hitches. The
recreation of beach use for non boaters is important

5/17/2022 6:20 AM

74 What’s going on at Stramskis, the building should be utilized for town and public use. Or rented
out for marine business or food establishment like devereux and riverhead is.

5/17/2022 6:01 AM

75 Jersey Street needs a dock but it needs to be resident parking only on weekends. 5/17/2022 5:16 AM

76 Would like more information 5/16/2022 11:01 PM

77 Please increase the amount of float space so people can visit. Please do something like what
Manchester did to increase public access. Moor ten floats together and have a shuttle so
people can dock, go ashore and visit the town.

5/16/2022 10:49 PM

78 I will most likely join a yacht club but think it should be easier to launch/hoist a dry moored
boat.

5/16/2022 10:35 PM

79 The majority of the people I meet in town don't see the connection between their use of
sensitive areas in and along the harbor, habitat loss, and the loss of fauna and fish stocks.
That needs to change.

5/16/2022 9:41 PM

80 Access to the water from every where in Marblehead needs to be looked at 5/16/2022 9:35 PM

81 Is there a way to get frequent fliers to help pay for public ramp upkeep? The beacon st ramp is
trashed and 90% of its traffic is just from a couple businesses.

5/16/2022 9:33 PM

82 Additional comments: Marblehead leadership should be far more creative in their thinking about
how to generate revenue to repair and maintain critical structures across the harbor like
seawalls and accountability when things are allowed to come to shambles. There needs to be
an actionable strategic plan for the health, maintenance and stability of Marblehead harbor.

5/16/2022 9:28 PM

83 I genuinely believe that the harbor is one of the best resources our town has and I think the
town and board us done a great job managing this resource. My family has had great access
and a wonderful experience living in Marblehead. To those who have helped make it what it is
today, thank you.

5/16/2022 9:23 PM

84 Public lands along the waterfront should be used for bona fide public uses 5/16/2022 9:16 PM

85 all good! 5/16/2022 7:37 PM




